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Abstract 

The focus of this study was to examine the receptive and productive level of vocabulary 

students have acquired at the final year of compulsory education in Iceland  and to explore 

how high and low scoring students are using English differently. In addition, the study aimed 

to examine the relationship between students’ receptive and productive vocabulary and to 

determine what kind of vocabulary students use in written production. Finally, the study 

explored how much time they in spend on various extramural English activities. To achieve 

these goals 75 participants attending 10
th

 grade in Iceland were asked to complete two 

proficiency tests, a background questionnaire, write a written sample and fill out a language 

diary.  

The study’s main findings reveal that students by the end of compulsory education in 

Iceland generally have acquired adequate amount of receptive high frequency vocabulary and 

many students have acquired a considerable amount of mid frequency vocabulary. However, 

students productive vocabulary knowledge is generally lacking at all tested frequency levels. 

This was also obvious in students written samples as they mostly used high frequency 

vocabulary, although the texts of the higher scoring students were more diverse. Furthermore, 

findings show a strong relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, 

demonstrating that one can predict the other. The study also revealed that participants spend 

an enormous amount of time on extramural English activities. Finally, when comparing the 

highest and lowest scoring participants from the vocabulary level tests it was clear that the 

students that had acquired a large amount of vocabulary estimated their language skills 

higher, they were more positive towards the language, wrote longer and more diverse texts 

and spent much more time in contact with extramural English activities than the students who 

had acquired the smallest amount of vocabulary. 
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1. Introduction 

The status of English in Iceland has slowly been shifting from being considered a foreign 

language to having qualities similar to a second language (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015). 

Icelandic youth is constantly exposed to English through music lyrics, television, the internet 

and computer games (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir og Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018; Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011; Lovísa Kristjánsdóttir, Laufey Bjarnadóttir, & Samuel Lefever, 2006; 

Þóranna Hrönn Þórsdóttir, 2012). This is supported by research which has shown that 

Icelanders are exposed to more English than Icelandic while watching television (Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011). Alma Ágústsdóttir, winner of an international speaking competition 

in London 2015, is an example of an Icelandic youth whose superior English abilities are 

possibly influenced by this amount of exposure. Alma said that she can hardly describe why 

her English is so superior, as she does not even remember when she started to learn English. 

It just came naturally, just as learning Icelandic did (Fleckenstein, 2016 p. 4). This would 

indicate that young people like Alma, most likely experienced massive exposure to the 

English language as a child. 

Furthermore, several Icelandic studies have researched the impact of such abundant 

exposure. Lefever (2009) studied the English skills of students with little or no prior formal 

education in English. He found that participants listening skills were quite advanced as over 

70% answered a listening task correctly, which was aimed for young learners who have 

studied English for 100-175 hours. Moreover, the outcome of research done by Ásrún 

Jóhannsdóttir (2010, 2018a) showed that Icelandic learners in 4th grade have exceeded the 

goals of the national curriculum for that grade. This demonstrates that Icelandic children have 

obtained basic English skills by exposure to English outside the classroom. Previously 

mentioned studies support the belief that the role of English is changing in Iceland.  

It is pivotal for Icelandic students to gain considerable competence in English as 

English is used at all levels of education and in many workplaces (Birna Arnbjönsdóttir, 

2015). Moreover, high proficiency in English is essential for university students as 90% of 

the textbooks at universities in Iceland are in English (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015). At the 

same time, however, around 1/3 of university students in Iceland report that they are having 

problems with English at university level and 2/3 admit that using English does increase their 

workload (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015). Jeeves (2013) found that even though graduates 

from secondary school enjoyed their English lessons they did not find that they added much 
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to their English skills. Moreover, studies have revealed that because the receptive skills 

(listening and reading) of Icelandic students are quite high, they seem to overestimate their 

productive language abilities. Students do not focus enough on improving their productive 

skills (speaking and writing) and therefore cannot produce well enough the language needed 

once at University or in the workplace (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir og Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2010; 

María Pétursdóttir, 2013). Furthermore, students’ overestimation of their English abilities 

might be reflected by the high dropout rate at the University of Iceland (Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2007 p. 61). Clearly, to prepare students well for the tertiary level as well as 

the workforce, there must be a significant focus on developing students’ receptive and 

productive skills during primary and secondary education.  

Research on students’ receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge is important, 

because by raising awareness about the gap between what students know and what students 

can use might influence change in the educational system and promote increased use of 

productive language in the classroom. Research has shown that vocabulary size is one of the 

most important factors when considering reading competence (Nation, 2001). Moreover, 

students need to reach a certain level of receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge to be 

able to work with authentic material at secondary and university level (Nation, 2013). It is 

therefore crucial that educators and students focus on learning systematically new levels of 

vocabulary and using the learned vocabulary productively. 

My motivation for studying receptive and productive vocabulary comes from various 

sources. First, I have taught students English from the ages of 13 - 16 for over ten years and 

have many times contemplated the difference between students’ receptive and productive 

skills non-regarding learning abilities. Secondly, I wrote my BA, thesis about the receptive 

vocabulary size of 10th graders in Iceland, comparing their results to the results from their 

national exams (Fleckenstein, 2016). The results from this study sparked an interest in 

researching students’ vocabulary knowledge further, especially their productive use of the 

language. Finally, an informal study I conducted on the gap between learners’ receptive and 

productive vocabulary size while participating in the course Vocabulary Acquisition: Theory 

and Research, taught by Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, at the University of Iceland further encouraged 

me to design this study. All of this made me question why some students have much greater 

vocabulary knowledge despite having the same formal education. This has led to my interest 

in examining whether students' proficiency level is influenced by other factors such as 

exposure to the language outside the classroom or as referred to in the present study 
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extramural English, a term coined by the Swedish linguist Pia Sundqvist (Sundqvist, 2009). 

Such knowledge might point educators and language learners to which language activities 

might contribute to receptive and productive vocabulary success.    

The purpose of this study is to examine the receptive and productive vocabulary size 

of 10th graders in Iceland and to explore how high and low scoring students are using English 

differently. The participants’ results will be compared to the results of questionnaires, written 

language samples and language diaries to answer the following research questions: 

 

1. What is the vocabulary knowledge of students in 10th grade Iceland and is there a 

gender difference? 

a. Receptive vocabulary 

b. Productive vocabulary 

2. What is the strength of the relationship between the receptive and productive 

vocabulary knowledge of students at their final year of compulsory education? 

3. What level of vocabulary do 10th grade students use in written output? 

4. How are high and low scoring students using English and what is their attitude 

towards the language and their skill level?  

a. Self-Perception of skill 

b. Attitude towards English 

c. Differences in use of  vocabulary in written output  

d. Differences between extramural contact 

 

In Chapter Two, I will discuss important issues regarding vocabulary knowledge. This 

will be followed by a section describing how vocabulary is counted, the various levels of 

vocabulary, the difference between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge and ways 

to evaluate vocabulary knowledge. Next, extramural English will be defined and some of the 

benefits of learning English outside of the classroom will be discussed followed by an 

overview of various Nordic studies of extramural English exposure. Finally the last section 

reviews several recent Icelandic studies on the consequences of heavy exposure to English in 

Iceland. In chapter three, I will consider the methodology of the study itself and the results of 

the study will be presented in the succeeding chapter. In chapter five, I will discuss the results 

of the study in connection to the research questions as well as the theories introduced in the 

literature review. Finally, in the conclusion I will summarize the study and contemplate the 
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potential applications of the study in formal English education in Iceland and what 

improvements might increase the probability of productive vocabulary success.   
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2. Literature Review 

Icelandic teenagers are exposed to a considerable amount of English vocabulary in their daily 

lives through popular media. The influence of such massive subjection to the language has 

been in the limelight of Iceland’s most prominent linguists for the last decade. Some of their 

research has focused on what kind of vocabulary young learners in Iceland know and how 

well they know it (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011; Lefever, 2009; Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2010; 

Jeeves, A., 2012; Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir og Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018; Guðmundur Edgarsson, 

2018). The results of such studies have great relevance for the present study. The following 

chapter will discuss various research and theories in connection with the theoretical 

framework of the study in hand. First, research explaining how vocabulary is acquired will be 

described as well as the amount of lexical knowledge needed to deal sufficiently with various 

tasks. Next, there will be a discussion on what a word is, exploring how words are counted, 

the four levels used to categorize vocabulary as well as receptive and productive vocabulary 

knowledge. The following chapter will discuss tests and test instruments that are considered 

useful when conducting a study on vocabulary knowledge. Moreover, the main concepts 

regarding extramural English will be reviewed as well as some of the benefits of learning 

English outside of the classroom. This will be followed by a discussion on various Nordic 

studies regarding extramural English. Finally, several Icelandic studies which focus on the 

status of English in Iceland and/or English vocabulary acquisition will be reviewed and the 

contribution of this study explained.  

2.1 Vocabulary Acquisition 

Educators and learners must keep several things in mind when constructing a curriculum 

focusing on vocabulary acquisition. Firstly, learners need time and ample amount of 

opportunities to meet new vocabulary repeatedly. Learning words in a foreign language is not 

something that happens overnight, it is a long and slow process of acquiring new vocabulary 

by numerous meetings either implicitly or explicitly (Schmitt, 2000). Implicit vocabulary 

acquisition refers to the notion that vocabulary is acquired subconsciously. In other words, 

language learners are unaware of acquiring new vocabulary, such as when a learner is playing 

a video game and he or she learns new vocabulary while focusing on the game not the 

learning process of acquiring new vocabulary. This is similar to the way young children learn 

their first language (Schmitt, 2000; Krashen, 1982). This way of acquiring new vocabulary 

can also be referred to as incidental or indirect learning.  
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 However, when vocabulary is acquired explicitly the process is more conscious. 

Learners learn new vocabulary by focusing on target vocabulary, also referred to as 

intentional or direct learning. Schmitt (2000) claims that learners benefit highly from 

combining both learning approaches, although he suggests that language educators need to 

consider teaching the most frequent words of any L2 language explicitly as they are the basis 

for proper language use and should therefore not to be left to chance (p. 137). María 

Pétursdóttir’s (2013) study concluded that both learning methods can lead to vocabulary 

acquisition. Her study compared academic vocabulary knowledge between three different 

groups of participants attending secondary school in Iceland. The group that received explicit 

teaching of the target vocabulary did better than the participants who learned the same 

vocabulary implicitly. Moreover, both groups of participants were more successful than the 

control group that did not receive any instructions regarding the tested vocabulary (María 

Pétursdóttir, 2013). These results show that explicit learning is highly beneficial and that 

learning new vocabulary does take place during implicit learning.  

Secondly, it is also important for educators and language learners to consider that not 

all words have the same learning burden. Learning burden refers to the amount of effort 

needed to learn an unfamiliar word (Nation, 2013). This can vary depending on various issues 

such as how similar the L2 is to the L1 of the learner and if the learner recognizes certain 

sounds, patterns or spelling from another source. If any of the previous mentioned aspects are 

in place then the learning burden of a word will decrease, making it easier for the L2 learner 

to retain the word (Nation, 2013). This coincides with the results of a study done by the 

author of this paper on the vocabulary size of students in 10th grade in Iceland. The study 

(Fleckenstein, 2016) found that two words, olives and yoga, which are from the 7th and 11th 

1000 word families were among the highest scoring words. Both words are similar to their 

Icelandic cognates, ólivur and jóga. 

Thirdly, it is necessary to put much thought into deciding what level of vocabulary 

students need to focus on; high-frequency words, mid-frequency words, low-frequency words 

or the academic word list (AWL) to reach sufficient coverage of different types of texts. Hu 

and Nation (2000) studied the influence of four different text coverages, 80%, 90%, 95% and 

100%, on learners’ reading comprehension. Learners read a fiction text without any 

assistance. The study’s results revealed that most students needed 98% coverage for 

satisfactory reading comprehension, though some learners gained sufficient understanding 

with only 95% coverage. However, no learner who had 80% coverage or less, which is 
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equivalent to one unknown word in every five words, showed adequate reading 

comprehension (Hu & Nation, 2000, p. 419). A study done by Van Zeeland and Schmitt 

(2012) supports Hu and Nation’s (2000) findings. The study’s goal was to examine if the 

same lexical coverage applied to listening and reading comprehension. Participants (36 native 

and 40 non-native speakers) were asked to listen to four spoken informal narrative texts twice 

and answer a 10- item multiple choice test. Van Zeeland and Schmitt’s (2012) study revealed 

that comprehension increased alongside participants’ coverage (90%, 95%, 98%, 100%) as 

well as finding that at 95% coverage non-native speakers have generally gained adequate to 

very good comprehension. Table 1, shows the level of vocabulary needed to reach 95% and 

98% coverage of different kinds of texts.  

 

Table 1 English vocabulary size needed to get 95% and 98% coverage (including proper nouns) of various kinds 
of texts 

Texts 95% coverage 98% coverage Proper nouns 

Novels 4000 word families 9000 word families 1-2% 

Newspapers 4000 word families 8000 word families 5-6% 

Children’s movies 4000 word families 6000 word families 1.5% 

Spoken English 3000 word families 7000 word families 1.3% 

(Nation, 2013, p. 16) 

 

According to Table 1, if EFL and ESL students wish to become fairly competent users of the 

English language they will need to focus on learning high-frequency and mid-frequency 

vocabulary. It requires 3,000- 4,000 word families to reach 95% coverage of a novel, 

children’s movie, newspaper or spoken language. This is the amount of coverage suitable for 

learners in the language classroom as comprehending 95% of a text makes the text 

manageable as well as giving room for vocabulary growth, where around one in twenty 

words is unknown (Nation, 2006). However, if learners wish to read or understand a text for 

pleasure 98% coverage should be their goal, making around one word in 50 unknown 

(Nation, 2013; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010). According to Table 1, to reach such 

proficiency learners must increase their vocabulary knowledge up to 6,000-9,000 word 

families (Nation, 2013, p. 16).  
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Thus, students studying at university level should be adequately prepared for their 

studies with the previously mentioned number of word families. However, if students wish to 

be more self-reliant at the tertiary level it would be highly beneficial for them to reach a 

receptive vocabulary size of around 10,000 word families or more (Nation, 2008; Nation; 

2013; Schmitt, 2000). In comparison, studies have revealed that English native-speaking 

graduates who have studied at university level have acquired around 20,000 word families 

(Schmitt, 2000, p. 3). Considering that university texts in Iceland are 90% in English, it is not 

an unrealistic claim that students at secondary level, who wish to continue their studies at 

tertiary level, focus on reaching the ideal level of 10,000 word families or more as suggested 

by Nation and Schmitt (Nation, 2008; Nation; 2013; Schmitt, 2000).  

 Furthermore, learning a word can involve different degrees of or, rather, different 

types of word knowledge (Schmitt, 2000). According to Nation (2013) completely knowing a 

word includes knowing the different forms of words (spoken, written and word parts), the 

various meanings of words (form and meaning, concepts and referents, associations) and 

knowing the different use of words (grammatical functions, collocations and constraints on 

use). All of the above mentioned types of word knowledge are also labelled either receptive 

or productive (p. 49). Therefore, language educators are encouraged by numerous linguist to 

not only focus on the receptive aspects of a word but to encourage learners to use new 

vocabulary productively (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir & Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2010; Nation, 2008; 

Schmitt, 2010; Milton and Fitzpatrick, 2014). To explore vocabulary knowledge fully it is 

important to know how much vocabulary learners need to acquire to be adequately prepared 

to comprehend various tasks at different school levels as well as being aware of the different 

ways vocabulary can be acquired. In addition, considering the different learning burdens of 

words can explain why some words are easier to learn than others. Moreover, to fully 

understand what a word is and how they are categorized it is also crucial to explore how 

words are defined. 

2.1.1 What is a word? 

English vocabulary can be divided into several levels depending on how frequently the words 

are used in the language (Nation, 2008; Nation, 2013). When attempting to distinguish 

between levels of vocabulary or to examine the amount of vocabulary someone knows it is 

necessary to be able to know the range and frequency of the words examined. A word with an 

extensive range not only appears frequently in a text but it appears in many different types of 
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texts (Nation, 2013). Various approaches can be used when counting words such as counting 

tokens, types, lemmas or word families.   

 Counting tokens, which are also sometimes referred to as running words, is useful 

when for instance considering how many words are on a page, how many words are spoken 

during a certain period of time or to calculate how fast someone can read. This simply means 

that every word spoken or written is counted regardless of how often they occur (Nation, 

2013). Thus, the sentence, It is so lovely when the sun is out, contains nine tokens even 

though is appears twice in the sentence. On the other hand, when counting types of words 

each word form is only counted once. The sentence, It is so lovely when the sun is out, 

consists therefore of eight word types. This is a useful way to count for example when 

examining the diversity of vocabulary in a student’s written text, how many words are needed 

to understand a certain novel or how many words are in a dictionary (Nation, 2013). 

An even more restricted way of counting words is by using lemmas to calculate the 

number of words in a text. Lemmas unlike word types do not only focus on the form of words 

but also consider if words are related based on their headword regardless of meaning. 

Therefore, lemmas are a categorization of words based on how closely they are related and 

one lemma is made up of a headword and its inflected and reduced forms (Nation, 2013). The 

sentence, I owned one book when I was little but she owns many books, thus consists of ten 

lemmas, twelve word types or thirteen tokens. Counting lemmas can be very helpful when 

considering how difficult it is to learn a word or the learning burden of the word. For 

instance, if learners are able to use the inflectional system successfully they should not have 

any problem with learning different forms of a headword such as for the verb to walk, its past 

participle form walked and its past progressive tense walking. Clearly, this is not as simple 

when considering irregular verbs as the learning burden of the past form of to buy, bought is 

clearly more than with the previous mentioned example (Nation, 2013). Another issue that 

has caused problems when using lemmas is to decide on what is the headword of the lemma. 

Nonetheless, using lemmas does help when figuring out the effort it might take to learn new 

vocabulary as well as reducing the amount of lexical units in a text considerably (Nation, 

2013).   

 Another form of counting words which reduces the units counted severely is to count 

word families. Research of Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (1963) found that 

there are approximately 54.000 word families in the English language (Schmitt, 2000). 

Although, there does not seem to be an agreement on how many words there are in total in 
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the English lexicon, ranging from 400.000 to 2 million words, it is clear that counting word 

families helps reduce the number of units considerably (Schmitt, 2000). Words like talk, 

talked, talks and talking are an example of words that are part of the same word family. As 

Table 2 further demonstrates, a word family consists of a headword and its inflected forms 

but also derived forms which are closely related in meaning (Nation, 2013; Nation, 2008; 

Schmitt, 2000).  

 

Table 2 Additions to a word family at different levels of inflection and affixation 

Word Families 

Level 2 develop  

develops  

developed  

developing 

wood  

wood's 

woods  

wooded 

bright  

brighter  

brightest 

Level 3 developable 

undevelopable 

developer(s) 

undeveloped 

woody  

woodiest  

woodier  

woodiness 

brightly  

brightish  

brightness 

Level 4 development(s)  

developmental  

developmentally 

  

Level 5 developmentwise  

semideveloped  

antidevelopment 

wooden brighten 

Level 6 redevelop  

predevelopment 

anti-wood  

(Bauer & Nation, 1993, p. 254)  

 

The tests and instruments used in the present study are based on word families whereas in the 

written output tokens, types and word families will be compared. In addition to what words 

appear it is equally important to establish how often they appear. Therefore, defining 

vocabulary levels and establishing their frequency is important to better understand the 

implications of participants’ results. 
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2.1.2 Frequency  

When discussing what vocabulary is important to learn and in what order it should be learned 

it is useful to categorize words into levels depending on their frequency and range in texts. 

Such knowledge helps educators and learners to be aware of the most effective order to learn 

vocabulary, thus increasing the probability of successfully acquiring new vocabulary (Nation, 

2013). As mentioned previously EFL and ESL learners must have at least 95% coverage to 

comprehend a written text or spoken language to understand the content adequately or to 

facilitate guessing from context (Nation, 2013; Hu & Nation, 2000; Van Zeeland & Schmitt, 

2012). Furthermore, according to Nation (2013) for students to be successful language 

learners they must have access to learning material that is appropriate according to their 

vocabulary level. If students are presented with a text that has a considerable amount of 

vocabulary above their vocabulary level they will not comprehend the text because of too 

many unknown words; making the workload of translating all the unfamiliar words too 

excessive. In contrast, if students are constantly presented with texts that are below their 

vocabulary level they do not add to previous knowledge and become bored (Nation, 2013). 

Therefore, examining students’ vocabulary proficiency can guide teachers and learners to 

more suitable learning material as it can reveal which vocabulary levels need more attention; 

high-frequency, mid-frequency, academic or low-frequency vocabulary. 

High-frequency words are a small group of words that cover a substantial part of the 

running words in written and spoken texts. High-frequency words include verbs, adverbs, 

nouns, adjectives and function words such as a, three, because, birth and slow. It is important 

that teachers and learners focus deliberately on learning this group of vocabulary. According 

to Schmitt and Schmitt (2012) the appropriate size for this group of words is 3000 word 

families. Research has shown that such a number with the addition of proper nouns, marginal 

terms and transparent compounds commonly cover 95% of many texts (Schmitt and Schmitt, 

2012 and Table 1). However, the more general parameters for high-frequency vocabulary is 

around 2000 word families (Nation, 2013). Where the coverage of a text is typically closer to 

80% or 90% if proper nouns, marginal terms and transparent compounds are included 

(Nation, 2013; Nation, 2008). Nation (2013) found that the first 1000 words cover a huge 

proportion of the running words in an applied linguistics academic text or 74% and the 

second 1,000 words around 4%. In addition, 90% of words in colloquial conversation are part 

of this group of words (Nation, 2008). Due to the vast amount of this vocabulary in spoken 

and written English it is easily justified that educators and learners spend a considerable time 
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studying it. Moreover, if learners do not reach some degree of fluency with the first 2000 

word families they will have problems with comprehending texts as well as producing written 

or spoken texts (Nation, 2013).  

However, if learners wish to pursue studies at secondary and tertiary level for instance 

in English speaking or Nordic countries they must gain more vocabulary competence and 

focus on acquiring a considerable amount of mid-frequency vocabulary. This level of 

vocabulary consists of a large group of moderately frequent, useful vocabulary. Mid-

frequency vocabulary is made up of 6-7000 word families, depending on the number of high-

frequency word families one recognizes, from the third to the ninth 1000 (Nation, 2013 p. 

18). Table 3 exemplifies various types of vocabulary at different mid-frequency levels. 

 

Table 3 Types of words at each 1000 mid-frequency level 

3,001–4,000  academic, consist, exploit, rapid, vocabulary 

 4,001–5,000  agricultural, contemporary, dense, insight, particle  

5,001–6,000  cumulative, default, penguin, rigorous, schoolchildren  

6,001–7,000  axis, comprehension, peripheral, sinister, taper 

 7,001–8,000  authentic, conversely, latitude, mediation, undergraduate, 

 8,001–9,000  anthropology, fruitful, hypothesis, semester, virulent  

       (Schmitt and Schmitt, 2012, p. 12) 

 

According to Nation (2013), the first 9000 word families in addition to proper nouns 

cover 98% of the running words of the majority of texts. However, standing alone they only 

cover around 9% of the tokens of a text. Moreover, the first 9000 words of the English 

language are likely to be well known, at least receptively, by adults and adolescent native-

speakers as well as high-proficient non-native speakers (Nation, 2013). As is the case in 

Iceland where students attending secondary school (level 2 and 3) are expected to have 

acquired considerable amount of mid-frequency vocabulary as literature at this school level is 

at or above the 9000 level (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018b). This means that students that have 

only acquired the first 2000 words of English will have problems with comprehending texts 

at secondary level, as they are not equipped with the vocabulary they need to read non-

simplified texts without assistance (Nation, 2013). It is therefore important that they continue 

to systematically add to their vocabulary until they have gained ample coverage of texts. For 

instance, as discussed in Chapter 2.1 adding the third and fourth 1,000 words to their 
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repertoire plus proper nouns would provide 95% coverage of various English entertainment 

such as newspapers, films and novels (Nation, 2013). Moreover, Schmitt and Schmitt (2012), 

list many benefits of learning mid-frequency vocabulary such as having the ability to enjoy 

authentic English material like reading novels and watching television. An analysis of the 

vocabulary burden within a video blog from the YouTube recreational vlogger Paul Logan, 

who is popular in Iceland amongst young teenagers, reveals that to reach 95% coverage of his 

video clips the viewer will need up to 5000 word families (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018b). This 

means that students are watching authentic English above the 95% threshold recommended 

by Nation and others, which indicates that they have reached the vocabulary knowledge to 

understand English at this level with context ((Nation, 2013; Hu & Nation, 2000; Van 

Zeeland & Schmitt, 2012; Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018b). Furthermore, mid-frequency words 

frequency decrease immensely in texts from the third 1000 level onwards. Table 4 shows this 

steep decrease of coverage of the British National Corpus (BNC) from each level as the third 

1000 provides 4.36% of coverage and the fourth only 1.77%.  

 

Table 4 Coverage of the British National Corpus by word family lists made from the corpus 

 

 

Lists 

 

 

% Coverage of tokens 

% cumulative coverage of tokens including 

proper nouns, marginal words and 

transparent compounds 

1st 1,000 77.96 81.14 

2nd 1,000 8.10 89.24 

3rd 1,000 4.36 93.60 

4th 1,000 1.77 95.37 

5th 1,000 1.04 96.41 

6th 1,000 0.67 97.08 

7th 1,000 0.45 97.53 

8th 1,000 0.33 97.86 

9th 1,000 0.22 98.08 

(Nation, 2013, p. 21) 

The benefits of learning low-frequency vocabulary are in most cases not as great as 

with the previously mentioned levels. Generally, due the diversity of levels and size linguists 

do not recommend that learners and educators focus heavily on low-frequency words, and 
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instead recommend they rely on incidental learning through listening and reading. 

Nevertheless, if the meaning of the text relies on understanding the low-frequency words or 

they are highly relevant to the text they should get deliberate attention (Nation, 2013). The 

words in the level are those beyond the first 9000 words of English accumulating to over 

100,000 word families (Nation, 2008). This includes words like crease, pompous, primeval 

and perpetuity. As the amount of low-frequency vocabulary is so great and they occur 

infrequently it is impossible to study all of them. It should also be recognized that the average 

vocabulary size of an educated native speaker is only around 20,000 word families (Nation, 

2008). However, sometimes words in this group are easily understood as they can be proper 

nouns or appear often in a novel or a news story making it easier to interpret their meaning 

from context (Nation, 2013). Moreover, even though the name of the group indicates 

otherwise, low- frequency words can be quite frequent in certain types of text such as 

academic texts and newspapers, or around 10% of their running words (Nation, 2008).  

Finally, vocabulary can be categorized into two more levels depending on the 

coverage they have with certain kinds of texts such as technical vocabulary and the Academic 

Word List. Technical vocabulary is a group of words that can cover a large amount of 

running words of a text in a specialized field. For instance, a text aimed for a student studying 

anatomy might show that 30% of the running words are part of this group (Chung and 

Nation, 2003). It is therefore extremely beneficial for students who are specializing in certain 

fields to study relevant technical words. According to Nation (2008) most technical 

dictionaries will consist of around 1,000 to 5,000 words. Technical words can include words 

from the three previously mentioned frequency groups as well as from the Academic Word 

List as they differ from field area to field area (Nation, 2013).   

 The Academic word list (AWL) is an updated version of the University Word List 

(UWL) (Schmitt, 2000). It consists of 570 word families that are split up into 10 groups 

including words like benefit, design, primary and ambiguous. Around 9% of the running 

words of an academic text are from the AWL or approximately one out of ten words (Nation, 

2008). Academic texts are for instance found in textbooks, journals and manuals designed for 

laboratories (Nation, 2008). However, academic words are less common in other types of 

texts. In conversations they cover only around 2% of the running words and 4% in 

newspapers (Nation, 2008). Moreover, Coxhead (2000) has found that this group of words 

only covers 1, 4 % of the running words in fictional texts. This indicates that students who 

mainly read fictional novels might not have sufficient vocabulary knowledge for studying at 
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academic level. It is therefore important to make students aware of the benefits of studying 

AWL as this vocabulary is found in various kinds of academic subjects. Furthermore, 

educators must give students ample opportunity to use the target vocabulary both receptively 

and productively to increase the likelihood of learning it fully. 

2.1.3 Receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge 

A word cannot be considered completely known by an L2 learner unless he or she can use it 

confidently both receptively and productively. A learner’s receptive vocabulary knowledge 

refers to vocabulary that he or she can understand when seen in a written text or by hearing 

the words. Receptive vocabulary, in other words, is brought to the learner through reading or 

listening tasks (Nation, 2013). In contrast, productive vocabulary concerns the learner’s 

ability to use vocabulary by conveying a message through written or spoken text (Nation, 

2013). Most common is for vocabulary to be learned first receptively and then productively 

(Schmitt, 2000). However, there are instances where learners might partially know a word 

receptively and productively. For instance, one might be able to use a word verbally or know 

the meaning of it when heard but not recognize it when seeing its written form (Schmitt, 

2000). Schmitt (2000) gives an example of such an incident when he reflects on his own 

experience. Schmitt thought for years that he knew the word indict (in’dayt) thoroughly as he 

had often used it verbally and heard it numerous times. However, when he came across the 

word in a written text he did not recognize it causing him to pronounce it differently and 

therefore having to search for the meaning of the word (p. 5). However, in most cases a 

learner’s receptive vocabulary will include his or her productive vocabulary as well as low-

frequency words that are not completely learned, words that are partly known and words that 

are rarely used productively such as curse and swear words (Nation, 2013).   

 Various studies have demonstrated that learning a words receptive form is easier than 

learning its productive form. Waring (1997) carried out a study to find out how much larger 

an L2 learners’ receptive knowledge is compared to their productive knowledge. 76 Japanese 

EFL learners participated in the research. The selected tests for the study were based on The 

Vocabulary Level Test (Nation, 1990) and The Productive Level Test (Laufer and Nation, 

1995) the same tests used for the current study, and further discussed in section 2.1.4. Waring 

(1997) used the above-mentioned levels verbatim and added a new level for the 1000 level. 

Waring’s (1997) results revealed that learners’ receptive proficiency is higher than their 

productive proficiency. Furthermore, the study found that as learners’ receptive knowledge 
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increased so did the difference between the participant’s receptive and productive knowledge. 

However, Waring (1997) did conclude that it might be meaningless to compare the two as 

there is no way to know if the known receptive words are being used and that comprehension 

comes before production; making the use of a word productively simply more difficult than 

knowing it receptively.   

 Furthermore, Nation (2013) discusses the notion of why it is possibly easier to learn a 

word receptively than productively. One reason may be that productive learning requires 

additional learning of unknown written or spoken output patterns such as spelling and 

pronunciation (p. 51). Additionally, knowing a word receptively may only require knowing a 

few of its distinctive features. However, knowing a word productively asks more of the 

learner as he or she has to be able to know the word form precisely to write it down and/or 

how to pronounce the word correctly (Nation, 2013). Another reason why it seems to be 

easier to learn words receptively has more to do with the way language is taught. Studies 

(Nation, 2013; Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011; Lefever, 2009) have shown that in most language 

classes productive use of the language gets considerable less practice than receptive use. This 

is unfortunate as there is evidence indicating that both aspects need to be practiced to fully 

learn a word. Nation (2013) discusses a study that showed students’ vocabulary test results 

coincide with the way they were taught for the exam. Students that learned receptively for the 

exam did better on the receptive part and correspondingly students that studied productively 

scored higher on the productive part. These results clearly exemplify the importance of 

practicing both abilities equally while learning a language.  

 Furthermore, research has demonstrated a connection between learning vocabulary 

productively and successful reading comprehension. It has previously been established that 

increasing learners’ vocabulary size is fundamental for successful reading comprehension 

(Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010; Schmitt, 2010; Nation, 2013; Hu & Nation, 2000). 

However, it is also important for sufficient reading comprehension that the reader’s 

vocabulary knowledge is quickly and easily accessed from memory. The strength of a 

reader’s vocabulary knowledge, such as only knowing a word receptively or also knowing it 

productively, influences how long it takes a reader to decode a text and can also predict how 

well he or she understands it (Laufer, 1997; Hellekjær, 2008). This indicates that knowing 

vocabulary productively greatly facilitates reading comprehension. The implication is that 

focusing more on learners’ productive abilities not only improves their productive skills but 

also their receptive skills such as reading.  
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According to Nation (2013) the relationship between lexical knowledge and the 

ability to produce a written text is the least known out of the four skills (reading, speaking, 

hearing and writing). However, even though knowing a limited number of words, e.g. 2,000- 

3,000 word families, will allow a learner to express quite a few ideas within graded reader 

programs it is not enough for writing adequate texts in other domains. This underlines the 

importance of learners acquiring specialized vocabulary both receptively and productively to 

be able to convey ideas in other settings such as at academic level (Nation, 2001).  

2.1.4 Testing and evaluating vocabulary knowledge 

There are several ways to construct a study on learners’ vocabulary knowledge. First of all it 

is necessary to contemplate which research method, quantitative, qualitative or mixed, should 

be used. Quantitative methods mostly involve collecting and analyzing numerical data such 

as tests and questionnaires. Qualitative methods require interpretive analysis of largely 

textual data such as interviews and language diaries. When both methods are used together 

then the study is referred to as a mixed method study (Croker, 2009). The current study found 

it most suitable to use mixed methods to answer the research questions. The following 

discussion describes the theoretical framework used in the present study for testing learners’ 

vocabulary knowledge. 

 It has been established in previous chapters how important it is for language educators 

to be aware of the vocabulary level of their pupils and to choose material that is appropriate 

for the learner’s knowledge (Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010; Schmitt, 2010; Nation, 

2013; Hu & Nation, 2000). Testing students’ vocabulary size can inform teachers which 

vocabulary levels need more attention; high-frequency, mid-frequency, academic or low-

frequency vocabulary. This can direct teacher and learners to more suitable learning material. 

However, there are four different types of language testing to consider; achievement tests, 

diagnostic tests, placement tests and proficiency tests (Nation, 2013). Achievement tests are 

extremely common in the school system as they examine whether the learner has learned 

previously studied words. Diagnostic tests revolve around finding out in what area students 

are experiencing problems so they can receive assistants in that area. Placement tests, as the 

name indicates, are designed to help educators place learners in classes at the appropriate 

level. Finally, proficiency tests estimate how much vocabulary learners know (Nation, 2013). 

The last type of testing is highly relevant for the present study’s goal and will therefore be 

discussed more thoroughly.        
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Laufer and Nation (2009) designed two successful proficiency tests, the Vocabulary 

Level test and the Productive Level Test. The idea behind the design of the Vocabulary Level 

Test was to create a tool which assists language teachers and EFL/ESL learners to discover 

which vocabulary level needs more attention; high frequency, mid frequency, academic or 

low frequency vocabulary (Laufer & Nation, 1999; Nation, 2013). Thereby, making the tests 

helpful instruments for English teachers to evaluate what stage their learners are at in their 

language development; as it is important to make sure that students have sufficient 

knowledge of higher frequency vocabulary before moving on to lower frequency vocabulary 

(Nation, 2013). Furthermore, the tests give teachers the opportunity to compare learners’ 

receptive vocabulary size to their productive vocabulary size. Results from such testing can 

indicate that learners do not use the diversity of their vocabulary in writing (Laufer & Nation, 

1999). 

         Laufer and Nation (1999) conducted two studies to check the reliability and validity 

of the Productive Vocabulary Level Test as well as to examine the equivalence of four 

similar level tests; Test Version A and four parallel versions of the Level Test created by 

Norbert Schmitt. The focus of the first research was to find out whether there would be a 

major difference among groups at various language-proficiency levels, in the total score as 

well as in the individual scores of each frequency level: 2000, 3000, 5000, UWL, 10.000 

(Laufer & Nation, 1999). The participants (n= 79) were four groups of EFL learners at 

different proficiency levels, from high school 10
th

 graders to 1
st
 year university students. As 

students were foreign language learners and their main input was most likely from class 

work, the students’ class grade was considered a fair indicator of their language proficiency 

(Laufer & Nation, 1999). After the test had been modified with the help of native speakers 

the controlled productive ability test was given to all four groups of participants. The grading 

was either correct or incorrect for each word. However, minor spelling mistakes were ignored 

as well as grammatical mistakes (Laufer & Nation, 1999).  

         The second study focused on the equivalence of the four versions of the test, where 

the goal was to see if they correlate highly enough with one another when taken by the same 

learners. The participants were, as before, four groups of different proficiency EFL learners, 

each group took four versions of the same word level. The decision was made only to test 

four levels, 2000, 3000, 5000 and UWL, since learners were not believed to have an 

advanced knowledge of vocabulary (Laufer & Nation, 1999). The correlations between each 

of the four versions were calculated for each level. The combined results from both studies 
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revealed that the Productive Vocabulary Levels Test is reliable and valid. Furthermore, it is 

practical, easy to administer and it is seen to be an additional quantitative measure that allows 

researchers to study important issues in vocabulary acquisition such as the difference between 

receptive and productive vocabulary size. 

         The above studies demonstrate that the Productive Level Test is a useful and valid test 

format when examining participants’ productive ability in a controlled environment. 

However, the test does not exemplify what level of productive vocabulary participants can 

use on their own device, also referred to as free productive ability. One way to evaluate 

students’ free productive ability is to examine their use of vocabulary in a written text. The 

quality of the text can be determined by examining its lexical richness (Koda, 1993). This can 

be done by using a vocabulary profiler assessment software, such as VocabProfile from 

Lextutor. Edwards & Collins (2011) research on Lexical Frequency Profiles revealed that 

they are a reasonable tool to give a rough estimation of vocabulary size amongst 

homogeneous groups. However, according to their findings the profiler’s ability to examine 

between groups is less effective as the participants’ vocabulary size increases. The software, 

VocabProfile, categorizes words from a text depending on their frequency level, from the 

most frequent words to the least frequent, based on Laufer, Nation and Coxhead’s Lexical 

Frequency Profiler and the British National Corpus (Cobb, T., 2017). The software also 

presents the number of types, tokens and word families used in a text. One way to examine 

the results provided by VocabProfile is to compare them to the coverage of high-, mid- and 

low- frequency words of the British National Corpus (Table 5). This can assist English 

teachers and learners to estimate the lexical richness of a text and encourage learners to use 

more varied vocabulary. 

 

Table 5 Coverage of the British National Corpus by high-, mid- and low- frequency words 

Type of Vocabulary % coverage 

High- frequency (2000 word families) 86% 

Mid- frequency (7000 word families) 9% 

Low- frequency (tenth 1,000 word level onwards 1-2% 

Proper nouns, exclamations etc.  3-4% 

Total  100% 

(Nation, 2013 p. 22) 
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Other forms of testing can be used when studying students’ language knowledge. The 

use of diary studies can contribute important information for language researchers. When 

observing a classroom it is not possible to see learners’ learning habits at home nor their 

feelings about certain tasks. Thus, implementing language diaries for research gives the 

researcher the opportunity to glimpse into participants’ minds and understand better their 

experiences and/or their feelings towards those experiences (Bailey, 2015). Mckay (2009) 

discusses various advantages of using diaries in language research. They inform the 

researcher on the participant’s perspectives, they are easy to use and with other types of data, 

form a channel for data triangulation (p. 229-230). Studies have used diaries successfully for 

instance when examining learners’ thoughts regarding learning styles and strategies, learners’ 

anxiety and language learners’ needs and experiences (Bailey, 2015 p. 248-249).  

The test instruments discussed in this chapter have proven to be useful tools for 

language teachers and linguists to study learner’s vocabulary knowledge (Bailey, 2015; 

Laufer & Nation, 1999; Koda, 1993; Edwards & Collins, 2011). Whether testing students’ 

receptive or productive vocabulary level or examining their writing ability. Furthermore, the 

status of English in Iceland is complex, making it difficult to determine if English should be 

considered a second or foreign language. Language diaries can assist in identifying how vast 

the exposure of English is by measuring the amount of time students spend on extramural 

English activities,  such information can inform researchers of whether English in Iceland is 

more like a second language than a foreign language.   

2.2 Extramural English  

The term extramural English (EE) refers to the English learners encounter or participate in 

outside the language classroom. The term is of Latin origin, meaning “English outside the 

walls” (Sundqvist, 2009). It was created by the Swedish linguist Pia Sundqvist for her study 

on the influence of extramural English on language learning (Sundqvist, 2009). Vocabulary 

can be acquired through extramural English both explicitly and implicitly (see section 2.1). 

Learners can acquire new vocabulary implicitly when for instance learners are engaged with 

English material for their own pleasure, such as watching a YouTube video, playing a video 

game or reading a novel (Schmitt, 2000). However, even though it does not have to be the 

goal, deliberate learning can also take place while students are in contact or involved in EE 

(Sundqvist, 2009). This means that learners are motivated to focus on learning certain 

vocabulary to better understand the English activity they are involved in. EE activities can 
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therefore be highly motivating and thus enforce language acquisition. Motivation can be 

described as the driving force of the learning experience and even an excellent language 

learner would find it hard to learn a new language without motivation (Dörnyei and Ryan, 

2015).  

Furthermore, learners that participate in EE activities will most likely be influenced 

by English speaking cultures. Dörnyei (1998) points out that language learning is not socially 

neutral like many subjects in school and the way a learner conceives the language is bound to 

affect how well the language is learned. This means that a generally poor language student 

can be motivated to learn a new language successfully when the learner has positive ideas 

about the culture and identity of the target language (Anna Jeeves, 2018). Gardner’s 

definition of L2 motivation describes well the situation learners might find themselves in 

while involved in extramural English activities; “the extent to which an individual works or 

strives to learn the language because of a desire to do so and the satisfaction experienced in 

this activity” (Dörnyei, 1998 p. 122).  

In addition, extramural English activities can induce two kinds of motivation; 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation fits well with Gardner’s definition of 

L2 motivation, as it refers to behavior that comes from needs, desires and/or longings within 

the learner. Intrinsically motivated learners do not need external rewards as the behavior is 

self-rewarding (Brown, 2007). Extramural English activities, such as reading a novel, surfing 

the internet or watching an English film, are most likely intrinsically motivated as the learner 

engages with the activities for his or her own pleasure and desire. Thus, the learning that 

takes place during such sessions occurs because the learner wants to comprehend the content 

of the activities participated in. In contrast, extrinsic motivation refers to behavior that 

expects external rewards. In the school system this could be in the form of good grades, 

praise, stickers for a job well done or leaving early if you finish your assignment before class 

is over. However, learners can also be extrinsically motivated while engaged in EE, for 

instance being able to complete a level while playing a computer game, which requires 

certain language skills, might be considered an external reward. Many learners are highly 

motivated by external rewards and it is therefore a useful way to reinforce desirable behavior 

(Brown, 2007).  

Extramural English activities do not only create a motivating environment for 

language acquisition but also often provide learners with a more relaxing atmosphere to learn 

a language without having to worry about tests or criticism from the teacher. According to 
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Krashen (1982) and Dörnyei (1998), one of the factors that have significant influence on 

successful second language acquisition is low anxiety. Research has shown that learners that 

experience low anxiety, personally or in the classroom, seem to be more successful when it 

comes to learning an L2 (Krashen, 1982, p. 31). The theories discussed in this chapter 

indicate that extramural English can generate a learning environment that is extremely 

beneficial for language acquisition. EE activities can both motivate learners intrinsically and 

extrinsically, promote positive ideas about the target language culture as well as providing 

learners with a relaxing learning situation.  

2.3 Exposure to English in Nordic Countries 

English is dominant in many areas in all the Nordic Countries, whether English is used as a 

medium of instruction in other subjects, in communication across borders, or in various 

business exchanges (Olsson, 2012; Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir & Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018). 

Advanced English proficiency is deemed a highly desirable trait both in Denmark and 

Sweden for instance, which reflects well the position English has both as a compulsory 

subject in the school system as well as the leading position it has in the media and 

entertainment industry (Olsson, 2012; Jensen, 2017; Sylvén and Sundqvist, 2012). The 

compulsory age for learning English in Denmark was lowered from 3rd grade to 1st grade in 

2014. This shows that the Danish government puts much emphasis on the importance of 

learning English (Jensen, 2017). English is also reviewed positively in Sweden as 85% of 

Swedish students (N = 7000) consider English to be an important language to learn (Olsson, 

2012). Moreover, according to Olsson (2012) international tests have revealed that Swedish 

teenagers have acquired a high level of proficiency in the language compared to other 

countries.   

Young people in Sweden as well as other Nordic countries are constantly exposed to 

English through the internet, music and television. The access teenagers have in Sweden to 

the previously mentioned media is highlighted in a survey done by the Swedish Media 

Council in 2015. 86% of 13 -16-year-olds were reported to have access to their own tablet or 

computer and up to 98% of 13-18-year-olds had a mobile phone of their own (Swedish Media 

Council, 2015). According to the survey most young people in Sweden, and presumably other 

Nordic countries, can easily access English material through the previously mentioned 

devices, which in many cases would lead to considerable exposure to the English language. 

Furthermore, findings have indicated that many young people in Sweden use English for 
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personal use outside of school and that doing so is beneficial for their language abilities 

(Olsson, 2016).  

Research on the effect of extramural English contacts on students’ English results in 

school, commissioned by the Swedish National Agency for Education in 2015, questioned 

7000 students about their exposure to English. As previously mentioned, extramural English 

refers to English that users encounter or engage in in numerous ways in their spare time 

(Sundqvist, 2009). The conclusion of the study was that learners who did not pass English at 

school had often fewer extramural contacts than learners who passed. Students that received a 

passing grade for English watched more television programs with English texts, played more 

computer games and read more English texts on the internet than those that failed (Olsson, 

2012). This indicates that extramural English activities are important for successful English 

learning at school. However, when the influence of extramural contact was compared to 

results of writing proficiency, there was little difference between students that passed and 

those that did not. This could lead to the conclusion that extramural English has greater 

influence on comprehension than writing proficiency (Olsson, 2012). 

Olsson’s study (2012) mostly supports the previously mentioned research. Her aim 

was to research the influence of extramural English contacts and its correlation to academic 

results in English. Participants (N= 37) wrote two different types of texts, filled out language 

diaries and answered questions about their background. Olsson (2012) concluded that 

participants with low results used less extramural contacts than those with high results 

similarly to the previous study. However, unlike the investigation from 2005, the outcome 

revealed that extramural contact also influenced writing proficiency. Olsson (2012) considers 

that the reason for this difference might be because her study factored in the amount of 

exposure unlike the 2015 study. However, the results also revealed that abundant extramural 

contacts are not fundamental for a high result in English as some learners that reported little 

contact also showed excellent English proficiency. Nevertheless, the study does conclude that 

though extramural activities are not necessary they do seem to be beneficial when 

considering learners’ frequency of extramural contacts, their English grades and writing 

proficiency (Olsson, 2012).   

Furthermore, a study by Sylvén and Sundqvist (2012) on the effect of gaming on L2 

proficiency among young learners indicated that extramural English can increase students’ 

receptive and productive proficiency considerably. The participants (N = 86) were Swedish 

students between the ages of 11-12 years. Information was gathered by asking students to 
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answer a questionnaire about their background as well as their extramural English habits. 

Moreover, students were asked to fill out a language diary on how much time they spent with 

certain out-of-school English activities during one week. Finally, students’ language skills 

(reading, listening and vocabulary) were examined using three proficiency tests. The results 

of the study were clear, students who were categorized as frequent gamers, spending more 

than five hours per week playing computer games, outperformed moderate gamers. 

Moreover, moderate gamers’ language proficiency outperformed non-gamers proficiency. 

These results indicate that certain extramural English habits can be beneficial for EFL 

learners.  

Jensen’s (2017) study on the influence of gaming on young Danish learners supports 

Sylvén and Sundqvist (2012) results. Part of the goal was to explore in what extramural 

English activities young Danish English learners engage, and to determine if there was a 

difference between the use of extramural contacts between girls and boys as well as to see if 

there was a connection between gaming activities and vocabulary size. Participants (N= 107) 

were from two age groups, eight-year-old students (n= 49) and ten-year-old students (n= 58). 

The study concluded that the main gender difference is that boys spend much more time 

gaming than girls or a 235.1 minutes per week versus 46.8 minutes. The second most popular 

extramural activity amongst the boys was watching TV (120.9 minutes per week), followed 

by listening to music (78.4 minutes per week). However, the girls spent the most time 

listening to music (115.4 minutes per week) and watching television (69.8 minutes per week).  

Furthermore, the results showed that gaming which requires both written and spoken English 

is highly related to participants’ vocabulary test scores. This leads to the conclusion that 

English language games and activities connected to said games support language learning and 

increased vocabulary amongst young learners (Jensen, 2017).  

The Nordic studies discussed in this chapter demonstrate that Nordic students are 

heavily exposed to English in their daily surroundings as well as showing that extramural 

English can influence language acquisition, supporting both receptive and productive 

language skills. In addition, studies have shown that certain extramural activities are more 

beneficial than others, such as playing video games. Aforesaid studies are line with the goal 

of the present paper being to research the influence of extramural English activities on the 

vocabulary knowledge of Icelandic teenagers.  
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2.4 Icelandic Research 

By the time Icelandic students have finished compulsory education they will have studied 

English from six to ten years depending on the emphasis of individual schools in the country. 

The National curriculum guidelines require students to have gained considerable competence 

in the language by their final year of primary school as they are expected to reach the 

equivalent of B2 in the European Language Portfolio (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2007). In the 

National curriculum (Mennta - og menningarmálaráðuneytið, 2013) the following description 

of the significance of English is found, “English is a crucial language for higher education 

and science and it is therefore important to have acquired considerable proficiency as most of 

the literature in Icelandic universities are in English” (author’s translation) (p. 123). As 

previously mentioned, research has shown that Icelandic universities expect students to be 

able to learn various subjects in English as 90% of the textbooks at university level in Iceland 

are in English (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015).  

Even though most students in Iceland are exposed to a substantial amount of English 

in their environment, there proficiency levels vary greatly. Moreover, students’ receptive 

skills surpass their productive skills, which may be the reason why many learners 

overestimate their language abilities (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018). 

The role of English in Iceland has gradually shifted from being a typical foreign language to a 

type of lingua franca used in business, diplomacy and academia. The demand for near native 

English competence in Iceland, the official policies regarding formal education of the 

language, and massive exposure of English in Iceland have generated several studies on the 

status of English in Iceland (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018).  

Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir administered a study where the aim 

was to find out the amount and nature of English usage among Icelanders including listening, 

reading, speaking and writing (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011). A chosen sample of 1200 

participants were contacted by a phone survey led by the department of social science. 732 

subjects agreed to take part in the study from the original sample. The respondents were both 

from rural and urban areas in Iceland, of both genders and their age ranged from 18 to 75. 

Participants were asked how often they heard, read, spoke and wrote English. The findings 

indicate that the use of English among adults over 18 is increasing, but people over 60 and 

young children generally use less English. Furthermore, the study concluded that there is a 

clear difference between receptive and productive language exposure, where the former 

predominates (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2018). Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir (2011, 2018) concludes 
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that English input in Iceland is mostly receptive and Icelanders are rarely given the 

opportunity to use the language productively.  

Lefever (2009) supports Arnbjörnsdóttir’s (2011, 2018) results as he reports that 

responses to a study commissioned by the Ministry of Education in Iceland from 2006 

revealed that less than half of the teachers teaching English used English primarily during 

instruction, 21% of students in 9
th

 and 10
th

 grade used English always or often when 

answering the teacher and only 5% of students said they always or often spoke English to 

each other during class. Furthermore, Lefever (2009) found that English instruction in Iceland 

focused more on receptive skills such as reading and grammar than on productive skills.  

Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir (2010, 2018a) conducted a study that explored the attitude 

towards English of 4th grade students in Iceland. The goal was to find out how motivation 

and the nature of exposure influence vocabulary proficiency among learners at the beginning 

of their formal English education (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018a p. 72). More than 400 4th 

graders from several schools in Iceland took part in the study. Information was gathered 

through interviews, surveys and receptive and productive vocabulary size tests. Ásrún 

Jóhannsdóttir’s (2018a) findings demonstrate that the age when formal English education 

begins, in 1st grade or 4th grade, does not noticeably affect the outcome of their lexical 

proficiency. This indicates that the school system is not prepared to meet the academic needs 

of the various proficiency levels of young learners at the onset of formal English education. 

Furthermore, the results suggest that children seem to acquire much of their language 

proficiency extramurally as their main motivation to use English is in their daily lives outside 

the classroom (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018a). 

A study (Fleckenstein, 2016) carried out by the author of this thesis also examined the 

lexical proficiency of students in Iceland, focusing on students who were attending their last 

year of compulsory formal English education. The study’s goal was to find out the average 

receptive vocabulary size of 10
th

 graders in Iceland and compare the results with the test 

groups’ reading comprehension and writing skills in the 2015 National Exams. The 

participants were 10
th

 grade students (n= 66) from a suburban primary school in Iceland. 

Their receptive vocabulary size was tested by having the students take a test with 140 

multiple choice questions with ten words from each of the fourteen 1000 word family levels. 

The results were compared with the students’ results from the 2015 National Exams. The 

study concluded that 59% of the participants had reached a sufficient vocabulary size (7100-

8100 word families) to understand non-simplified language and written texts. Furthermore, 
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there was a clear connection between a student's reading comprehension and his or her 

vocabulary size. However, this was not as evident when looking at the students’ written 

production. Indicating that there needs to be placed more emphasis on productive use of the 

language at the primary level of formal English education.                                                                                         

 These findings are supported by Anna Jeeves’s (2012) study of the relevance of 

English education post compulsory education. Her study aimed to find out to what extent 

young people in Iceland, between the ages of 18 to 24, recognize their English studies at 

secondary level to be relevant both in personal and practical terms, and determining in what 

form or forms the relevance might appear as (Jeeves, 2018 p. 119). Jeeves (2012) carried out 

interviews with 40 subjects. The interviews were semi-structured and were administered and 

transcribed verbatim in Icelandic. The participants were students at secondary and tertiary 

level as well as in employment. Jeeves (2018) research revealed that students generally 

consider themselves good at English, yet admitting when explored further that they have 

some weaknesses. However, participants do believe that writing at secondary school level 

and improving writing proficiency does have relevance. This indicates that older students 

understand the importance of formal education to gain necessary proficiency in English for 

further education and the workplace. Furthermore, Jeeves concludes that teachers must keep 

in mind that language courses should focus on the future needs of the students and should 

therefore aim to create a productive and enjoyable learning environment.  

Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir’s (2018) results from their study, 

examining learners’ views at the end of 10th grade, agree with Jeeves’ (2012) perspective of 

the growing need for English educators to consider learners’ present and future needs for 

English proficiency when designing their curriculum (p. 79). The participants were 703 10th 

grade students from all over Iceland. The goal of the study was threefold, aiming to answer 

what students at the end of compulsory English education think of their English proficiency, 

to explore their perception of their current and future needs for English and how students feel 

their needs are being met at school. The findings demonstrate that 70% of students consider 

their English to be very good or good and that 81% find English a very interesting or rather 

interesting subject. However, students do not seem to be generally fond of the material used 

for English instruction as only 6% find it very interesting and approximately 40% of students 

consider it rather interesting. In addition, when students were asked to rate how useful certain 

learning activities are, the highest scoring activities are those that are considered old 

fashioned such as reading books, translating, writing essays, grammar exercises and watching 
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videos with an English text (Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018). Hafdís 

Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir’s (2018) study suggests that students seem to separate 

English as a subject from their everyday use of the language, often overestimating their 

abilities. Consequently, they do not recognize that their receptive proficiency is insufficient 

for the demands of formal and academic English at university level. Furthermore, the 

findings indicate that there is much need to review the approaches used for English 

instruction both at primary and secondary level to better meet the future requirements of 

English at tertiary level (Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018).  

A study done by Guðmundur Edgarsson (2018) supports Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and 

Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir (2018) findings. His study aimed to examine academic vocabulary 

proficiency and reading comprehension at secondary level. The study was divided into two 

separate groups of participants, where 249 students from six secondary schools undertook an 

academic vocabulary test and 168 secondary students from three schools solved a reading 

comprehension test including the same academic vocabulary task as the previous group. 

Participant ages ranged from 18 to 20, so students were near the end of their formal English 

education before tertiary level. The participants’ results were compared to university 

admission requirements measured by the IELTS (The International English Language 

Teaching System). Guðmundur Edgarsson (2018) conclusion is that Icelandic students’ 

language proficiency completing formal English education, on average, barely meets the 

standard of IELTS English proficiency requirements for university. Furthermore, his findings 

imply that students’ knowledge of academic vocabulary, especially productive knowledge, is 

lacking for reading at tertiary level. These results further support the importance of changing 

the focus of English instructions at primary and secondary level from receptive language 

skills to productive language skills.  

The studies discussed in this section show that English input in Iceland is 

predominately receptive, both at home and in school. This might explain why studies have 

found a large gap between students’ receptive and productive proficiency. Moreover, 

previous studies have concluded that Icelandic students overestimate their English abilities, 

as they feel confident with the colloquial English they are exposed to in their surroundings.  

In addition, research has found that the age when students begin their formal English 

education does not notable influence the outcome of the vocabulary knowledge of young 

learners, indicating that schools are not meeting the academic needs of students at the onset 
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of formal education. The present study will further explore these issues with students 

attending their final year of compulsory education. 

2.5 Summary    

Chapter 2 has discussed various aspects that are connected to the present study’s 

theoretical framework. It has been established that learners need to acquire a large amount of 

mid-frequency vocabulary to be fully prepared for the academic demands at secondary and 

tertiary level (Nation, 2013; Hu & Nation, 2000; Van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2012; Ásrún 

Jóhannsdóttir, 2018b). The process of doing so can involve various factors that need to be 

taken into consideration such as the learning burden of the target words, how vocabulary is 

acquired and what frequency level of vocabulary needs to be focused on for adequate 

comprehension of various English material (Nation, 2013; Schmitt, 2000; María Pétursdóttir, 

2013; Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011; Lefever, 2009). Furthermore, it has been established that 

words can be counted and categorized in various ways which is the foundation behind the 

tests and test instruments used in the present study. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that 

vocabulary level tests, vocabulary profiling software and language diaries are valid ways to 

evaluate vocabulary knowledge. In addition, a discussion of extramural English indicates that 

it has many benefits regarding language acquisition as it can motivate learners, create a 

positive view towards the target language as well as providing learners with a relaxing 

learning environment (Sundqvist, 2009; Dörniey, 1998; Krashen, 1982; Brown; 2007). In 

addition, results from various studies examining extramural English and its influence on 

language learning show that students in Nordic countries are heavily exposed to English and 

that extramural English does influence vocabulary success (Olsen, 2012; Sylvén &Sundqvist, 

2012; Jensen, 2017). Finally, the findings presented from several Icelandic studies reveal a 

gap between learners’ receptive and productive language proficiency as well as the changing 

status of English in Iceland (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2011; Lefever, 2009; Ásrún 

Jóhannsdóttir, 2010; Jeeves, A., 2012; Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018; 

Guðmundur Edgarsson, 2018). Previously mentioned theories and studies have supported the 

present study and helped form the research questions.  
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2.6 Research Questions 

As outlined in the introduction there are several sources of motivation for this study. Earlier 

studies and my own experiences have encouraged me to design a study that further examines 

students’ receptive and productive abilities as well as how students at different proficiency 

levels are using the English language. I believe that such knowledge might support educators 

and language learners to pursue activities that further contribute to receptive and productive 

vocabulary success. The objective of the study is to answer the following research questions: 

  

1. What is the vocabulary knowledge of students in 10th grade Iceland and is there a 

gender difference? 

a. Receptive knowledge 

b. Productive knowledge 

2. What is the strength of the relationship between the receptive and productive 

vocabulary knowledge of students at their final year of compulsory education? 

3. What level of vocabulary do 10th grade students use in written output?  

4. How are high and low scoring students using English and what is their attitude 

towards the language and their skill level?  

a. Self-Perception of skill 

b. Attitude towards English 

c. Differences in use of vocabulary in written output  

d. Differences between extramural contact 
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3. Methodology 

 

This chapter will present the procedures used to reach the goals of the study. Firstly, the 

participants will be described, followed by a section listing the materials used for testing. The 

next chapter will discuss the procedures of the study and the final section will briefly outline 

the methods used for analysis. 

3.1 Participants 

The sample of participants in this study were students in 10
th

 grade who were in their final 

year of compulsory school in Iceland, during the school year 2017-2018. The goal was to 

examine students’ receptive and productive vocabulary size as well as the impact extramural 

English activities have on their vocabulary test scores. The age range of the students during 

the study was from 14-15 years, and the study was conducted throughout their fall semester. 

The total number of participants was 75, 35 girls and 40 boys. However, for various reasons 

it was not possible to collect all samples from all of the participants, resulting in a slight 

variation of the total number of participants between test materials. Two male participants 

failed to hand in a written text during the semester and 1 girl and 4 boys did not hand in a 

language diary. The participants were from three mixed ability classes in a school in a 

suburban area of Reykjavik, Iceland. Two of the classes were taught English by the 

researcher during the school year 2017 -2018 and the third group was easily accessible during 

the same school year. This unique access to the participants allowed the researcher to 

incorporate the present study into the class’ curriculum and thereby attempt to make test 

results more meaningful to participants.  

3.2 Instruments 

The materials in the study can be divided into two categories. The first category consists of 

the Vocabulary Size Test, the Productive Vocabulary Size test and the written samples. It 

mainly focuses on investigating participants’ receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge 

as well as examining the strength of the relationship between knowing a word receptively and 

knowing it productively. The second category includes the background questionnaire and the 

language diary which examines various aspects that might influence participants’ language 

abilities such as their attitude towards the language and what extramural English activities 

they engage in. The results from this category give information about when students began 
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formal English education, their motivation to learn English, how they perceive their own 

language skills and the amount of time they are exposed to English per week.   

3.2.1 Vocabulary level tests 

Laufer and Nation (1999) designed two proficiency tests that have proven to be 

successful when examining vocabulary knowledge, the Vocabulary Level Test (Version 1 and 

2) and the Productive Vocabulary Level Test (Version A, B and C). Both tests are based on 

and divided into levels (2000, 3000, 5000, AWL/UWL, 10.000) according to the General 

Service List (GSL) as well as the Academic Word List (AWL) (the receptive version) and the 

University Word List (UWL) (the productive version) (Nation, 2013; Laufer & Nation, 

1999). The tests have been used to discover students’ vocabulary level as well as to compare 

students’ receptive vocabulary level to their productive vocabulary level. The two versions of 

the tests used in the present study were the Vocabulary Level Test (Version 1) (Appendix A) 

levels 2000, 3000, 5000, 10,000 and the Academic Word List and the Productive Level Test 

(Version A) (Appendix B), levels 2000, 3000, 5000, 10,000 and the University Word List.  

The Vocabulary Level Test’s primary focus is on viewing English vocabulary as a 

series of levels based on frequency (Laufer & Nation, 1999). The levels are divided into 

groups of 1000 word families depending on how frequently they occur in texts. The test 

contains 60 items where participants must identify 30 items from a list. The productive 

version of the Vocabulary Level Test is modeled on the receptive version. The test’s format 

measures a learner’s ability in using English vocabulary productively in a controlled 

environment (Laufer & Nation, 1999). Each item is placed in a meaningful sentence context 

and the first letters of the target word are given. The first letters restrict the test-takers options 

to those that can complete the desired item from a certain frequency level; for example: 

  

The book covers a series of isolated epis___________ from history. 

  

The goal of the example is to elicit the word episodes (Laufer & Nation, 1999). There are 18 

samples tested at each of the 2000, 3000, 5000, the University Word List and 10,000 word 

levels. The score from each level, from both the receptive and productive level tests, indicates 

what vocabulary learners need to focus on; for instance, if learners score above 83% at the 

said level then they are ready to focus on the next level of vocabulary (Cobb, 2017). The 

score is easy to calculate since each level represents 1000 words, except the UWL (836 
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words). A learner’s percentage score on each level can roughly indicate the known words of 

the level (Laufer and Nation, 1999).  

 In addition, it is important to address that the Productive Level Test does have some 

weaknesses. First, the test only examines learners’ ability to use a word in a controlled 

environment opposed to being able to use it on their own devices, the former referring to 

controlled productive ability and latter free productive ability (Laufer & Nation, 1999). 

Secondly, researchers must decide how to grade various spelling and grammar mistakes from 

each item, which can either overestimate or underestimate a test-takers true productive 

proficiency. Finally, the test relies heavily on students having respectable problem solving 

skills when finding the correct item from the given letters, some learners might know the 

word but are bad at guessing from context and therefore do not clearly show their productive 

vocabulary size. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that the AWL level of the 

receptive test and the UWL level of the Productive Level Test are not based on the same 

word list, making them difficult to compare. Nonetheless, both tests have been proven to be 

valid and easy to administrate despite some minor weaknesses.  

3.2.2 Written samples  

Participants were asked to produce written texts which were examined with the help of a 

lexical vocabulary profile assessment software, VocabProfile from Lextutor 

(https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/). The original vocabulary profiler, Lexical Frequency Profile 

(LFP), was designed to estimate the size of an L2 language learners’ productive vocabulary 

by measuring four categories of vocabulary: the first 1000 frequent words, the second 1000 

frequent words, AWL and words that were not part of the first three categories (off-list). The 

first two lists were originally based on the General Service List (Laufer and Nation, 1995). 

The study uses a more recent version of the LFP, VocabProfile: BNC-20, which categorizes 

vocabulary from texts into twenty levels (K-1 to K-20) depending on their frequency in the 

English language. In addition, words that are spelled incorrectly, proper nouns and some 

compound are categorized as off-list words. VocabProfile is based on Laufer, Nation and 

Coxhead’s Lexical Frequency Profiler (LFP) and the British National Corpus (Cobb, T., 

2017).  

https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/
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3.2.3 Background questionnaire  

The goal of using a background questionnaire (Appendix C) was to examine when 

participants started their formal English education and if they had lived in an English-

speaking country prior to the study. Furthermore, participants were requested to estimate on a 

scale from 1-10 how proficient they consider their English to be when it comes to reading, 

writing, listening and speaking. Moreover, participant attitudes towards English is examined 

as participants were asked to evaluate on a scale from one to ten how important English is for 

academic studies, their future employment and how they enjoy learning English in school. 

Finally, they were asked if they used various devices at home and what language they mainly 

use when engaged with them. Table 6 shows that participants use various devices at home 

and that that they predominately use English as the language of choice when doing so. 

 

Table 6 Digital device usage by language 

Language Smartphone IPad Computer Gaming consoles 

English (N) 35 28 47 47 

Equal use of 

English and 

Icelandic (N) 

31 17 17 4 

Icelandic (N) 7 3 4 1 

Does not use the 

device (N) 

2 27 7 23 

Total answers 75 75 75 75 

*N = number of students 

According to participants answers 97% have access to a smartphone, 64% to an iPad, 

90% to a computer at home. If the number of participants not using the devices is subtracted 

then 48% of participants mainly choose English when they use their smartphones and 42% 

use both English and Icelandic equally. Only around 10% of the subjects mainly use 

Icelandic while using a smartphone. Out of the 48 participants that use an iPad at home only 

6% mainly use Icelandic while engaged with the device opposed to 58% who mainly use 

English. Moreover, participants use of English rises when it comes to computers as 69% of 

the students that use computers at home mainly use English and the numbers are even higher 

amongst gamers as 90% of the participants that use gaming consoles at home say that English 
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is their language of choice. Only one participant preferred using Icelandic while gaming and 

7 participants mainly used Icelandic when using a computer at home. Other results from the 

background questionnaire will be presented in Chapter 4.  

3.2.4 Language diary 

Participants’ answers from the background questionnaire show what language participants 

mostly use when engaging with various devices. However, it does not reveal how much time 

is spent on the devices nor if participants engage in other extramural English activities. To 

examine the amount of extramural English participants are exposed to, participants were 

asked to fill out a language diary (Appendix D). Diaries are sufficient data for qualitative 

studies alone or to support broader research such as in the present study (Mckay, 2009). 

However, there are some problems regarding the use of learners’ diaries, as it is impossible to 

know if the participants register everything that is required of them. This can skew results as 

the study solely relies on recorded data (Bailey, 2015). One factor is to give thought to when 

information is recorded. Immediate retrospection, recording right after an event, is more 

reliable than delayed retrospection, which means that the event is registered after an hour or 

more. Delayed retrospection can have its disadvantages as certain details can be forgotten as 

memory usually degrades over a period of time. Clearly, if data from diary entries are 

supposed to be reliable it is better that events are recorded quickly after they occur (Bailey, 

2015). According to this, if participants are to register their experience of a classroom task 

they should be given time in class to write down their feelings. If participants are to record 

events that take place at home, as in the present study, it would provide more accurate 

information if they fill out their diaries at home.  

 The design of the language diary used in this study was based on a language diary 

designed by Sylvén and Sundqvist (2012). It focuses on the following predetermined English 

activities; listening to music, watching films, watching TV, surfing the internet, playing 

computer games, reading books, reading newspapers/magazines and speaking English.  

3.3 Procedure  

As mentioned in section 3.1 the study was performed during the fall semester of 2018. As the 

students were minors their parents were sent a permission slip (Appendix E) via email with 

information about the research and asked to reply if they did not wish for their child to 

participate in the research. Parent responses were positive towards the study and every 
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student was allowed to participate. Furthermore, permission was received from the students’ 

school principle as well as from the Icelandic Data Protection Authority. Due to the 

researcher’s unique access to the participants, data collection was designed to fit in well the 

fall curriculum of the three classes. Most of the data was collected in four sessions, from the 

beginning of October until the end of November. However, due to illness among participants 

or other reasons some data from individual participants was collected later. The majority of 

the data was collected over a two month period to minimize the effect of testing fatigue. 

Students were informed that the tests’ results would be anonymous but in order to compare 

individual results with the goal of using the study to enhance their language learning 

experience, students were asked to write their names on the data required. However, when all 

the data had been collected each student received a number which was assigned to all of his 

or her results. Thus, when discussing individual results in chapter 4, participants will be 

referred to by their number.  Each in-class session was supervised by the researcher and the 

duration of each session was approximately 40 - 50 minutes.  

 In the beginning of October all three classes were informed that they were to 

participate in a study which evaluated their vocabulary knowledge. Furthermore, participants 

received instructions on the importance of increasing vocabulary size and how much 

vocabulary is needed for certain tasks. Moreover, participants were told that they would 

receive their individual results through the school’s assessment system, Infomentor. This was 

done to increase participants’ motivation when tested, conceivably making the results more 

reliable.  

 The first testing session included the background questionnaire and the Vocabulary 

Level Test. Participants were not allowed to sit next to each other and had to place their 

mobile phones in a basket on the teacher’s desk. The time given to complete the two tasks 

was limited to 40-50 minutes. The second session was one week later, and during that session 

participants were asked to solve the Productive Vocabulary Level Test. The same instructions 

and time limit were given as in the previous session. During both sessions most participants 

finished in under 40 minutes and a few participants finished after around 20 minutes.  

 By the end of October participants were informed that they were to produce a written 

text for the short story competition held by FEKI (Félag Enskukennara á Íslandi or in English 

the Association of Teachers of English in Iceland) and that they would receive a grade for 

their writing abilities. As with the vocabulary level tests the goal was to incorporate the 

present study with students’ curriculum and make tested items more meaningful to 
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participants. After being given instructions describing the elements of a short story, 

participants were instructed to write a story of no less than 300 words and if they wanted to 

be eligible for the competition they should aim for 600 words or more. Participants started 

writing their stories in class but finished them at home. They were given three weeks from 

the day they were informed about the task to complete it and send it to their English teacher 

by email. Some participants received more time as they needed more encouragement to 

complete the task. However, some students did not hand in a story, so a written sample from 

an in-class essay was used instead. Two participants did not produce a written sample of any 

sort the whole semester and were therefore eliminated from this part of the study.  

 In the beginning of November participants were instructed to fill out a language diary 

for one week. Students were supposed to register how much time they spent on various 

English activities by the end of each day for seven days. As the aim for using language 

diaries in the present study is to research participants use of English activities outside the 

classroom it was decided that it was more reliable to ask participants to register the amount of 

time spent on extramural activities at home. This decision is supported by the discussion 

about the disadvantage of delayed retrospection reported by Bailey (2015) in section 3.2.4. 

The language diary was listed as the only homework participants had to complete during that 

week. However, some participants needed more time than others to complete the task and the 

participants that had a hard time remembering to complete the diary were asked to estimate 

how much time they spent a week on the predetermined English activities detailed in section 

3.2.4 on a different worksheet (Appendix F). This possibly made some results reported by 

participants less reliable than others.  

3.4 Data Analysis   

The data from the study will be described descriptively through summaries and graphic 

analysis where I explore the range and means of scores. To present the results of the receptive 

and productive level tests, students’ vocabulary score from each level was found by dividing 

correct answers with the original number of questions and multiplying with 1,000. Students’ 

average receptive and productive vocabulary scores were then calculated for easier 

comparison between tested frequency levels. Furthermore, correlation analysis was used to 

explore the strength of the relationship between students’ receptive and productive 

vocabulary knowledge. The results from students’ written output was found with the help of 

VocabProfile from Lextutor which examined the frequency of vocabulary in each text as well 
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as the number of tokens, types and word families. Finally, the amount of time students spent 

on extramural activities was discovered by adding the time students registered at home in 

contact with extramural English for one week. To facilitate comparison the time students 

spent on extramural activities will be presented in minutes. Further descriptions of the study’s 

analysis will be detailed prior to each relevant section.  
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4. Results  

 

The following chapter will present the results from the tests and tasks described in Chapter 3. 

First, results from the two vocabulary level tests will be introduced. Secondly, the 

relationship between the receptive and productive knowledge of the participants will be 

described. This is followed by the results for the level of vocabulary participants used in their 

written output. Next participants’ overall average use of various extramural activities will be 

detailed. Finally, various results will be compared between participants who, according to the 

present study, have the largest vocabulary knowledge and those who tested with the smallest 

vocabulary knowledge.  

4.1 Vocabulary Knowledge of 10th grade Students in Iceland 

This section will show results responding to research question 1: What is the vocabulary 

knowledge of students in 10th grade Iceland and is there a gender difference? Descriptive 

results will be presented with tables and level division showing the results of the Vocabulary 

Level Test and the Productive Level Test. As the levels from both vocabulary level tests 

represent 1000 word families a learner’s score from the receptive version will be divided by 

30 and by 18 for the productive version and then multiplied with 1000 to find out each test 

taker’s approximate vocabulary size from each level. Participants receive one point for each 

correct answer. However, if participants show that they partially know the word but cannot 

spell it correctly or have problems with using the proper grammar of the word they receive 

half a point. A participant’s vocabulary knowledge from a level is considered sufficient if he 

or she has a score over 83%, which indicates that he or she knows 830 word families or more 

from a level (Cobb, T., 2017; Nation, 2013). Chapter 4.1.1 will examine participants’ 

receptive vocabulary knowledge while the following section 4.1.2 will present their 

productive vocabulary knowledge. 

4.1.1 The Receptive Vocabulary Level Test 

As presented in Table 7, participants’ results indicate that they have reached sufficient overall 

receptive vocabulary knowledge for level 2000 or 933 word families (Cobb, 2017; Nation, 

2013). In addition, 32 participants from the test group (n=75) or 43% completed level 2000 

with a perfect score. However, 5 participants or around 6% did not have enough receptive 

vocabulary knowledge to reach the minimum goal of 83% (830 word families), as proposed 
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by Nation, for the same level. Participants’ results of level 3000 revealed that on average 

students have acquired sufficient receptive knowledge or 841 word families and 9 

participants or 12% received a perfect score. However, close to 23% or 17 participants did 

not reach the same level of proficiency for level 3000. As expected fewer participants showed 

full knowledge of the tested vocabulary for level 5000 than in the previous two levels, or 

around 5%  (n= 4). Nevertheless, 45% (n= 34) of participants scored 83% or more for the 

same level. However, 20% or 15 participants were well below participants’ average 

vocabulary knowledge at level 5000 as they only showed knowledge of 50% or less of the 

words tested.  

 
Table 7 The Vocabulary Level Test, the average receptive vocabulary size from tested levels 

Level  Boys  n= 40 

Mean 

Girls n= 35 

Mean 

Overall n= 75 

Mean 

2000 941 925 933 

3000 841 865 852 

5000 736 710 724 

AWL 686 618 655 

10,000 324 311 318 

 

29 participants or 39% scored 83% or more on the AWL level section of the test, and 

as with level 5000, 5% of them had a perfect score. 19 participants or 25% scored less than 

50% on the AWL level. In general, participants did not have enough receptive vocabulary 

knowledge for level 10,000 as their average overall score shows that they only knew around 

318 word families at that level. 19 participants knew less than 100 word families and from 

those 19, 8 participants could not identify one word from the level. However, two participants 

reached the minimum goal for level 10,000, scoring 90% or 900 word families and 86,6% or 

866 word families. Overall, the boys seem to have slightly more receptive vocabulary 

knowledge, however, the difference between the sexes was not that much and will therefore 

not be explored further in this section.  

4.1.2 The Productive Vocabulary Level Test 

The following table, Table 8, shows that participants’ overall productive vocabulary 

knowledge of the levels tested is much lower than their total receptive knowledge. According 
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to guidelines, generally participants have not yet reached the minimum goal of 83% of the 

tested levels (Cobb, 2017; Nation, 2013). Nevertheless, 29 participants from the test group, or 

39%, did score 83% or higher in level 2000 and 5 participants had a perfect score. At the 

same time, 10 students knew 50% or less of the tested words productively, scoring as low as 

19,4% or 194 word families. The average score for level 3000 was 520 word families. No 

participant had a perfect score from level 3000, though 8 students, around 11%, did reach the 

goal of productively knowing 830 word families or more from the level. Furthermore, the 

results from the productive version of level 3000 revealed that almost 50% of participants or 

37 students scored 50% or less, showing that the participants have not yet reached the 

minimum goal of knowing 830 word families productively for this level. Only two students 

reached the minimum goal at level 5000 and as they demonstrated productive knowledge of 

888 and 944 word families respectively. 56 participants or 75% scored 50% or less on this 

part of the test, 8 of them knew less than 100 word families productively and two knew none.  

 

Table 8 The Productive Vocabulary Level Test, the average productive vocabulary size from tested levels 

Level  Boys n= 40 

Mean 

Girls n= 35 

Mean 

Overall n= 70 

Mean 

2000 744 711 729 

3000 522 518 520 

5000 365 370 367 

UWL 218 184 202 

10,000 80 60 70 

 

Likewise, at the UWL level the same two participants showed higher productive 

knowledge of the level, scoring 61% of the tested words correctly while approximately 39% 

of participants (n= 29) could only produce two or fewer words from the list of the 18 tested 

words. Not surprisingly, no participant showed sufficient (830 word families or more) 

productive knowledge of level 10,000, the average score from the level indicates that the 

average student can use 70 word families from the list productively. The highest scoring 

participant was able to produce 8,5 of the 18 tested words, resulting in a score of 472 word 

families from the level. Most participant scores were, in contrast, extremely low and 56% or 

42 participants could not produce one word from the tested items.  In addition, as with the 
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receptive version of the vocabulary level tests, the difference between the boys’ and girls’ 

productive knowledge was too little to be considered relevant. 

These results show that participants have more knowledge of high frequency 

vocabulary than low frequency as expected. It is also evident that there is a gap between 

receptive and productive knowledge which will be explored in the following section and 

further addressed in Chapter 5. 

4.2 The Relationship between the Results of the Receptive and Productive Vocabulary 

Tests 

This section presents response to the study’s second research question: What is the strength 

of the relationship between the receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge of students in 

their final year of compulsory education?  Correlation coefficient explores the relationship 

between two variables demonstrating the strength between the two and the association 

between them. In the correlation coefficient r values can range from -1 - + 1
1
 (Table 9).  

 

Table 9 Strength of relationship interpretation for r 

 0. No linear relationship 

 +0.30. A weak uphill (positive) linear relationship 

 +0.50. A moderate uphill (positive) relationship 

 +0.70. A strong uphill (positive) linear relationship 

 Exactly +1. A perfect uphill (positive) linear relationship 

(Prashanti, T., 2014 p. 263). 

Furthermore, correlation does not provide us with cause and effect and when discussing 

results the focus is on the likelihood of the relationship and its strength between two variables 

(Dörnyei, 2007 p. 223). 

While, correlation coefficient shows the strength of the relationship, the 

meaningfulness of said relationship is demonstrated with effect size. The present study 

follows the criterion for effect size (R
2
) given by Plonsky and Oswald (2014) and introduced 

in Larson-Hall (2016, p. 209) to interpret the meaningfulness of the relationship. Thus, Effect 

                                                
1 If the coefficient is high then the relationship between the two variables is strong. 

Moreover, if the results demonstrate a negative coefficient, this indicates means an inverse 

relationship between the tested items. Finally, if the coefficient is 0, this suggests that there is 

no relationship between the two variables. In sum, the closer the correlation coefficient is to 1 

the stronger relationship is between the two examined variables (Dörnyei, 2007 p. 223). 
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size (R
2)

 = 0.06 is small, 0.16 is medium and 0.36 is a large effect size. An analysis using 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient was run to explore the relationship between students’ 

receptive and productive knowledge for each level within the tests (see tables 6-7 and figures 

1-6). The findings show a strong positive relationship between receptive and productive 

knowledge for all levels.  

The Pearson’s correlation coefficient showed a positive relationship (r(75) =.731, p 

<.01) between participants receptive knowledge of level 2000 and their productive 

knowledge. Effect size (R
2
) is .53 which is considered meaningful. Thus, showing a 

likelihood of a participant who scores high on one test also scores high on the other.  

 

 
Figure 1: The relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, level 2000 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates the linear relationship between participants receptive and productive 

knowledge at this level. As seen most students score high both on the receptive and 

productive version of the vocabulary level tests. Similarly, there was a strong positive 

relationship (r(75) =.705, p <.01) between participants’ receptive and productive vocabulary 

knowledge at level 3000. The relationship between the two is considered meaningful with the 

effect size (R
2
) .49 (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: The relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, level 3000 

 

At level 3000, more students show greater receptive knowledge than productive compared to 

the previous level. This gap between receptive and productive knowledge increases at level 

5000 as the two variables were strongly correlated, r(75) = .743, p < .01. As with the first two 

tested levels the results are significant with the effect size (R
2
) .55.  

 

 
Figure 3: The relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, level 5000 

Figure 3 presents the positive linear relationship between participants’ receptive and 

productive score at level 5000. Participants show less vocabulary knowledge at this level, 

with few students scoring high on both the receptive and productive version of the tests. 

Participants’ vocabulary knowledge drops even more at the next level which tested their 
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receptive knowledge of the AWL and productive knowledge of the UWL. There was a 

positive correlation between the two variables, r (75) = .699, p = < .01, with a R
2
 = .49. 

 

 
Figure 4: The relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, AWL/UWL 

 

Figure 4 demonstrates that even though many participants show considerable receptive 

vocabulary knowledge at this level, the gap between their receptive and productive 

knowledge has increased from previously mentioned levels. Furthermore, quite a few 

students show no productive vocabulary knowledge of the university word list. The strong 

relationship also demonstrated at this level supports the validity of comparing the AWL level 

and the UWL level, even though they are not based on the same word list.  

In addition, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient also showed a strong positive 

relationship (r(75) =.717, p <.01) between receptive and productive vocabulary scores at 

level 10,000. Effect size (R
2
) is .51 which is as with previous levels considered a meaningful 

relationship.  
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Figure 5: The relationship between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, level 10,000 

 

Results from research question 1 and supported by Figure 5 show that at level 10,000 

students have generally not reached sufficient receptive vocabulary knowledge and no 

student has reached sufficient productive vocabulary knowledge. Most participants have a 

low receptive and productive score at this level.  

 The strong relationships shown by the results demonstrate a meaningful link between 

receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, regardless of the level of frequency of the 

vocabulary as well as the skill level of the student. The relationship shows that results from 

the productive test can be predicted based on the results from the receptive test, even though 

the knowledge on both tests is not equal as presented in section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The 

implications will be discussed further in Chapter 5.  

4.3 The Level of Vocabulary in Written output 

The following section will present results which aim to answer the study’s third research 

question: What level of vocabulary do 10th grade students use in written output? To answer 

the question various results from the analysis of participants’ (n= 73) written samples will be 

presented. The online vocabulary profiler, VocabProfile from Lextutor, was used to analyze 

the vocabulary profile of the written samples produced by participants (Cobb, T., 2017). To 

further explore participants’ productive vocabulary competence the focus was on examining 

the amount of word families, types and tokens a learner used in his or her text. However, it is 

important to keep in mind that various factors can influence learners’ final outcome when 

running a text through Lextutor, such as excessive use of proper nouns in the text, certain 
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compound words and/or spelling mistakes. Previously mentioned word types will appear on 

an off-list, thus in some cases under-representing learners’ vocabulary knowledge. However, 

the decision was made not to correct participants’ spelling mistakes to avoid overestimating 

participants’ productive vocabulary knowledge as knowing a word productively includes 

knowing how to spell the word (Nation, 2013).  

Table 10 shows the vocabulary participants produced while writing a short story 

categorized into tokens, types and word families. As previously discussed in Chapter 2, when 

counting tokens every word is counted giving information about the length of students’ texts, 

while the number of different types of words in the written texts represents the diversity of 

the vocabulary as each type of word is only counted once and the number of word families 

present the amount of words that share a common base. 

 

Table 10 The amount average number of tokens, types and word families in written texts 

 Mean Min Max 

Tokens 692 39 3801 

Types 253 33 1094 

Word Families 200 27 813 

 

The number of tokens in participants’ texts exemplifies the length of their written 

sample. As Table 10 demonstrates the average length of participants’ texts were around 692 

tokens ranging from 39 to 3801 tokens. The majority of participants produced a written 

output ranging from 39 tokens to 500 tokens or 47%. However, there was a considerable 

difference between genders when examining the length of the texts. The female participants 

generally wrote longer texts, as the average written production from the girls consisted of 861 

tokens while the average text from the boys consisted of 537 tokens. The longest written 

sample consisted of 3,801 tokens and approximately 21% of the participants or 15 students 

wrote a text with more than 1,000 tokens. Two of the participants did not produce any written 

output and were therefore excluded from these results.  

As previously discussed in Chapter 2, types unlike tokens only count each word form 

once (Nation, 2013). Most of participants’ written samples consisted of 137.50 -275 word 

types or around 47% ranging from 33 to 1094 types. Unsurprisingly, the text that had the 
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most types of vocabulary was also the longest text. In average participants used around 253 

types of words in their written output.  

Table 10 also presents the average amount of word families used by participants in the 

written samples. 42% of participants used around 106 to 212 word families in their written 

production. The average text consisted of 200 word families. The text that had the highest 

number of word families, or 813, was as before the longest text. In addition, the following 

results (Table 11) reflect participants overall use of word families from the first seven 

frequency levels, K-1 to K-7. Since other less frequent levels were rarely used they will 

receive less attention. As expected participants use of vocabulary in their texts was 

predominately high-frequency vocabulary, more specifically from the list of the 1000 most 

frequent words of English. The percentage of word families used from this level ranged from 

77.63% to 96.58% with an average of 88.74%. 

 

Table 11 The average percentage of word families from frequency levels K-1 to K-7 

Level  Average 

percentage of 

word families 

(%) – student 

samples 

Cumulative 

(%) – student 

samples 

 

 

 

 

Min  

 

 

 

 

Max 

K-1 88.74 88.74 77.63 96.58 

K-2 3.75 92.49 0.54 9.40 

K-3 1.01 93.50 0 3.47 

K-4 0.73 94.23 0 2.14 

K-5 0.47 94.70 0 4.98 

K-6 0.22 94.22 0 1.26 

K-7 0.14 95.06 0 1.43 

 

As seen in Table 11 the use of word families from the second most frequent thousand words 

of English drops significantly as participants’ productive use of vocabulary from the list 

ranged from 0.54% to 9.40% with the average being 3.75%. All the examined texts included 

words families from the two first frequency levels. However, around 10% (n= 7) of 

participants did not produce words above the first two levels. The use of word families from 

level K-3 varied also ranging from zero to 3,47% with the average of 1.01%. As Table 11 
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clearly demonstrates the use of other levels are less frequent and around 5 participants or 

around 7% only used vocabulary from the first three frequency levels. However, one 

participant’s text showed considerable use of vocabulary from level K-5 or 4.98%. The 

average percentage of words that were classified as off-list were around 4%. These words 

were a combination of words spelled incorrectly, proper nouns and some compound words. 

Furthermore, six participants showed some productive knowledge of low-frequency words as 

they used words that are categorized from K-21 to K-23.  

 Clearly students are at various levels when it comes to productive use, the length of 

texts (tokens), diversity (types) and frequency (word families). The results show that most 

students mostly use high frequency vocabulary productively on their own device, specifically 

from the first 1000 frequency list (K-1). However, a few students showed that they have the 

ability to use mid frequency vocabulary adequately in their written samples. 

4.4 The Difference between the Highest Scoring Participants and the Lowest Scoring 

To answer the final research questions: How are high and low scoring students using English 

and what is their attitude towards the language and their skill level? Several variables were 

examined; the participants’ background, their receptive and productive vocabulary 

knowledge, their self-perception of skills and attitude towards English, their use of 

vocabulary in written output as well as the amount of time they are in contact with extramural 

English. The five highest and five lowest scoring participants were found by adding students’ 

receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge from tested levels. First, the vocabulary 

scores of the highest and lowest scoring students will be presented as well as relevant 

background information. Secondly, students self-perception of skills will be explored, 

followed by results revealing their attitude towards English. Fourthly, the selected groups’ 

written production will be analyzed with the help of VocabProfile and finally the amount of 

time students are in contact with extramural English will be shown. However, before 

presenting the extramural contact reported by high and low scoring students the results 

registered by all participants will be made known.  

From the group of students who tested with the highest vocabulary knowledge two of 

them started formal English instructions in 1st grade, two in 4th grade and one student in 5th 

grade. The division of when students began their formal English education amongst the five 

lowest scoring students is identical to the highest scoring students. Participants’ information 
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on when they began formal English studies and their results from the vocabulary tests reveal 

that there is no connection between the two. Furthermore, none of the participants from these 

two groups had lived in an English-speaking country before. The following tables, Table 12 

and 13, introduce the ten participants selected for examination. 

 

Table 12  The five highest scoring participants 

Students number Gender Receptive 

vocabulary 

knowledge 

Productive 

vocabulary 

knowledge 

Total vocabulary 

knowledge 

3 Male 4730 

 

3109 

 

7839 

15 Male 4866 

 

3776 

 

8642 

40 Male 4866 

 

3942 

 

8802 

53 Male 4766 

 

3637 

 

8403 

59 Male 4664 

 

3470 

 

8134 

 

As found in Table 12 the five highest scoring participants were all male with combined 

vocabulary knowledge ranging from 7839 to 8802 words. The highest scoring female 

participant’s total vocabulary knowledge from tested levels was 7253 words. Table 13 

presents the five lowest scoring participants from the same levels tested. Two male and three 

female participants’ test results revealed the lowest combined vocabulary knowledge, ranging 

from 1460 to 2056 words.  

 

Table 13 The five lowest scoring participants 

Students number Gender Receptive 

vocabulary 

knowledge 

Productive 

vocabulary 

knowledge 

Total vocabulary 

knowledge 

7 Male 1162 

 

359 

 

1521 

8 Female 1529 

 

527 

 

2056 

14 Female 1128 

 

332 

 

1460 

32 Male 1532 

 

442 

 

1974 

55 Female 1428 

 

582 

 

2010 
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Table 14 clearly shows the differences between the receptive knowledge of the highest and 

lowest scoring participants as it compares the selected groups’ average receptive vocabulary 

knowledge from each tested level.  

 

Table 14 Average receptive vocabulary of the five highest and five lowest scoring participants 

Level  Highest scoring 

(Avg.) 

Lowest Scoring 

(Avg.) 

2000 1000 580 

3000 986 493 

5000 993 192 

AWL 986 85 

10,000 812 6 

 

The five highest scoring participants have reached the goal of 830 word families proposed by 

Nation from levels 2000, 3000, 5000 and AWL (Nation, 2013). This means that their 

receptive vocabulary includes both high frequency and mid frequency vocabulary. 

Furthermore, they are close to reaching the same level of proficiency for level 10,000, which 

suggests that these participants recognize a considerable amount of low frequency 

vocabulary. However, the five lowest scoring participants did not reach the previously 

mentioned goal at any level.  

Table 15 contrasts the highest scoring participants’ average productive knowledge at 

each tested level to the same results from the lowest scoring participants.  

 

Table 15 Average productive vocabulary size from tested levels of the five highest and five lowest scoring 
participants 

Level  Highest scoring 

(Avg.) 

Lowest Scoring 

(Avg.) 

2000 950 294 

3000 860 83 

5000 811 55 

UWL 539 17 

10,000 427 0 
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As Table 15 demonstrates, the five highest scoring participants’ productive use of the 

vocabulary from the tested levels is somewhat less than their receptive knowledge. Their 

results suggest that they can confidently use the vocabulary productively from levels 2000 

and 3000. Furthermore, they are close to reaching the same proficiency for level 5000. 

However, they have not reached the competence of using vocabulary from level 10,000 and 

the UWL productively. The lowest scoring group’s test results show little productive 

vocabulary knowledge as they are far from reaching the goal of knowing 830 word families 

productively at any of the tested level.  This means that these students will likely have 

problems with producing written and spoken texts and can only use colloquial language when 

doing so.  

4.4.1 Self-Perception of skill 

Table 16 demonstrates how all participants evaluated their own language skills and compares 

the group to the evaluation of the highest and lowest scoring participants. The scale was from 

1-10, where one means extremely poor skills and ten stands for exceptional skills. 

 

Table 16 Self-perception of English language skills for highest and lowest scoring participants 

Skill Highest scoring 

(Avg.) 

Lowest scoring 

(Avg.) 

All participants 

(Avg.) 

Reading 9.0 5.4 8.12 

Writing 8.4 3.6 6.62 

Speaking 8.6 5.8 7.92 

Listening 9.0 6.0 8.68 

 

As demonstrated in table 16 the lowest scoring participants evaluate their skills considerably 

lower than both the highest scoring participants and the average for all participants. This 

indicates that these participants are well aware of their low proficiency level. However, two 

of the lowest scoring participants’ self-evaluation varied from the rest, possibly skewing the 

average results. Participant number 7 did, in fact, evaluate himself quite highly for writing 

(8), speaking (9) and listening (9) while participant number 55 evaluated herself extremely 

low, reading (3), writing (1), speaking (1) and listening (1). Moreover, all groups gave their 

listening skills the highest score and their writing skills the lowest score.  
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4.4.2 Attitude towards English 

The following table gives an insight into participants’ attitude towards English and its 

importance for Icelandic students. Participants graded each statement seen in Table 17 from 

one to ten, where one meant that they strongly disagree and ten indicated that they highly 

agree with the statement. 

 

Table 17 Attitudes towards English among the highest and lowest scoring participants 

Attitude High scoring 

(Avg.) 

Low scoring 

(Avg.) 

Overall 

(Avg.) 

It is important for Icelandic students to reach 

high proficiency in English. 

10.0 8.2 9.1 

Being proficient in English will give me more 

job opportunities. 

10.0 8.0 9.2 

I enjoy learning English. 8.4 5.0 8.5 

 

Table 17 shows that the highest scoring group considers English to be an important language 

to acquire both for academic purposes and the workforce. Furthermore, participants’ answers 

reveal that the lowest scoring participants have a less positive view towards English 

regarding all statements compared to the highest scoring participants as well as the overall 

average of all participants. Furthermore, they enjoy learning English far less than both 

previously mentioned groups. However, the highest scoring students’ evaluation of how 

much they enjoy learning English is also slightly below the overall average of all participants.  

4.4.3 Difference in use of vocabulary in written output 

The following section will present the results from the written samples provided by the 

highest and lowest scoring participants. Figure 6 shows the average amount of tokens from 

both groups as well as how many different types of words and word families were found in 

their written texts.  
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Figure 6 Differences between vocabulary use amongst the highest and lowest scoring participants 

 

It is clear that the highest scoring participants wrote much longer texts, with an average of 

1046 tokens versus 429 tokens from the lowest scoring participants. The average use of word 

types amongst the highest scoring students was 360 while the average use of word types for 

the lowest scoring participants was 175. Moreover, the higher scoring students used twice as 

many word families than the lower scoring group, or 286 word families versus 143.  

However, participant number 15 from the group of the highest scoring participants used 

considerable more diverse vocabulary than the average from their group, as that person’s 

written text consisted of 2026 tokens, 620 word types and 496 word families.  

 The following table examines the selected groups’ vocabulary knowledge further by 

calculating the average percentage of word families they produced in their written samples,  

from frequency levels K-1 to K-5.  
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Table 18 Percentage of word families from frequency levels K-1 to K-10 among highest and lowest scoring 
participants 

Level  Mean word 

families: 

High 

scoring 

Cumulative Mean word 

families: 

Low 

scoring 

Cumulative 

K-1 86.93 86.93 91.10 91.10 

K-2 4.47 91.40 3.36 94.46 

K-3 1.12 92.52 0.97 95.43 

K-4 0.78 93.30 0.92 96.35 

K-5 0.40 93.70 0.0  

 

Table 18 shows that both groups mostly use vocabulary from the first 1000 frequency level. 

However, the highest scoring group uses less high frequency vocabulary than other 

participants as they produce more mid frequency vocabulary. However, the average 

vocabulary that landed on the off-list amongst this group of participants was around 4.90%, 

ranging from 2.01%- 9.83%. As mentioned in chapter 3.4.2 off-list words can be proper 

nouns, certain compound words and spelling mistakes. Only one of the participants from the 

highest scoring group, participant number 40, had a large off-list due to many spelling 

mistakes or 9.83%. The lowest scoring participants did not use vocabulary above the fourth 

frequency level, reaching 94.46% coverage at the second frequency level, and their average 

off-list was 3.47%, ranging from 0.51%- 8.44%.  

4.4.4 Extramural English  

The following section displays the amount of time students registered spending on each 

extramural activity in hours and minutes for seven days. This was changed into minutes 

during data analysis for easier interpretation. First, the results from all participants, divided 

by gender, will be described in Table 19, followed by the results of the highest and lowest 

scoring participants compared to participants' overall results. The lowest and highest score for 

each group is also presented in both tables (Table 19 and 20).  
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Table 19 Extramural activities overall results and divided between gender 

Listening to music   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 633 0 2040 

 Boys  36 889 0 3360 

 Total 70 763 0 3360 

Surfing the internet 
  

Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 573 0 2700 

 Boys  36 545 0 2100 

 Total 70 559 0 2700 

Watching television   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 420 0 1260 

 Boys  36 480 0 2100 

 Total 70 451 0 2100 

Playing computer 

games 

  
Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 53 0 750 

 Boys  36 614 0 2940 

 Total 70 337 0 2940 
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Speaking English   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 371 0 2715 

 Boys  36 220 0 2520 

 Total 70 293 0 2715 

Watching films 
  

Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 202 0 1155 

 Boys  36 82 0 300 

 Total 70 140 0 1155 

Reading books   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 61 0 970 

 Boys  36 40 0 360 

 Total 70 50 0 970 

 

Reading 

magazines/newspapers 

 

  
Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Girls  34 25 0 735 

 Boys  36 7 0 100 

 Total 70 15 0 735 
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Table 19 shows that participants spend a significant amount of time on extramural 

English activities per week. Both boys and girls spend the most time listening to music, or 

889 minutes per week for the former and 633 minutes per week for the latter. The second 

most popular extramural activity for the boys was gaming. According to the results the 

average boy spends up to 10 hours per week playing computer games or around 614 minutes. 

This number is much lower for the girls or around 53 minutes per week. The third most 

popular activity amongst the boys was surfing the internet, where they spend on average 545 

minutes per week online. However, the girls spend slightly more time on average surfing the 

internet or around 573 minutes each week and doing so ranks number two among their most 

popular extramural English activities. The third most popular extramural activity reported by 

the girls was watching TV. The average time spent watching TV by the female participants’ 

amounts to 420 minutes per week. The least popular extramural activities amongst both 

genders was reading newspapers and magazines followed by reading books. Moreover, when 

the extramural activities are added together, boys on average spend more time on extramural 

English activities than girls or 2879 minutes per week (approx. 48 hours) versus 2340 

minutes per week (approx. 39 hours) for the girls. 

 It is clear that participants are heavily exposed to English outside of the language 

classroom. Furthermore, participants’ answers show that there is a slight gender difference 

when it comes to what kind of extramural activities participants are involved in as well as the 

amount of time spent on extramural English. These results will be further explored in Chapter 

5 and in relation to the results of the highest and lowest scoring participants presented in the 

following table.   

 As seen in Table 20, the highest scoring participants on average do spent significantly 

more time surfing the internet, playing computer games, watching TV, reading books and 

speaking English than the lowest scoring participants. Furthermore, the highest scoring 

participants on average spent more than twice the time engaged with English activities 

outside of school than the lowest scoring or 4536 minutes versus 1847 minutes. This means 

that the highest scoring participants are in one way or another engaged in English activities 

for around 75,6 hours a week, or on average close to 10 hours per day. Some participants, it 

should be noted, reported spending considerable time engaged in extramural activities over 

the weekend, which meant they spent less time during weekdays. The same group of 

participants also spent significantly more time on extramural activities than the average time 

spent by all participants of 2612 minutes. 
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Table 20 Extramural activities overall results and differences between highest and lowest scoring participants 

Listening to music   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 952 200 2520 

 Lowest scoring 5 734 120 1440 

 Total 70 763 0 3360 

Surfing the internet 
  

Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 1130 260 2100 

 Lowest scoring 5 350 0 820 

 Total 70 559 0 2700 

 

Watching television   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 792 0 2100 

 Lowest scoring 5 236 0 720 

 Total 70 451 0 2100 

Playing computer 

games 

  
Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 771 180 1815 

 Lowest scoring 5 199 0 875 

 Total 70 337 0 2940 
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Speaking English   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 572 0 2520 

 Lowest scoring 5 184 0 875 

 Total 70 293 0 2715 

Watching films 
  

Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 120 0 300 

 Lowest scoring 5 129 0 390 

 Total 70 140 0 1155 

 

Reading books   Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 167 0 360 

 Lowest scoring 5 15 0 55 

 Total 70 50 0 970 

Reading 

magazines/newspapers 

 

  
Time per week (minutes) 

  n Mean Min Max 

 Highest scoring  5 32 0 100 

 Lowest scoring 5 0 0 0 

 Total 70 15 0 735 

 

However, according to Table 20 the participants that spent the most time engaged in each 

extramural activity, excluding watching TV, are not amongst the five highest scoring 

students. Figure 7 compares the amount of time the highest scoring group and the lowest 

scoring group spent on individual extramural activities.  
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Figure 7 The average amount of time spent on extramural activities amongst the highest and lowest scoring 
participants 

As clearly, seen in Figure 7 and Table 20 the five students that scored the highest on the 

vocabulary level tests spent considerably more time on most of the English activities than the 

five students that had the lowest score. The only activity that the lowest scoring group spent 

slightly more time doing than the highest scoring group was watching films. In addition, the 

results show that the highest scoring group also spent more time on average involved in EE 

activities than the average time spent by all of the students participating in the studies.  

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented answers to the study’s research questions. First, participants’ test 

results from the vocabulary level tests revealed that the difference between male and female 

students’ vocabulary knowledge is not significant. Furthermore, they showed that by the end 

of compulsory education students have generally acquired adequate amount of receptive high 

frequency (levels 2000 and 3000) vocabulary according to guidelines provided by Nation 

(Nation, 2013). In addition, around 40% of the participants had reached the same competence 

for level 5000 and the AWL level. However, there is an obvious gap between participants’ 

receptive knowledge and productive knowledge as the average students did not show the 

adequate productive vocabulary knowledge recommended by Nation at any level (Nation, 

2013). However, 39% of participants did reach the goal of knowing 830 word families 

productively at level 2000 and 11% reached the same at level 3000. Only two students or 

approximately  showed adequate productive knowledge at level 5000. Secondly, the results 

further show a strong positive relationship between participants’ receptive and productive 
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vocabulary knowledge at all levels. Demonstrating that participants’ results from the 

receptive test can predict their results from the productive test.  

Thirdly, students are clearly at different levels when it comes to producing a written 

text regarding length (tokens), diversity (types) and frequency (word families). In addition, 

the results from participants’ written samples show that students mostly use high frequency 

vocabulary productively in written production while a few students were able to produce a 

decent amount of mid frequency vocabulary. In addition, the amount of time participants 

recorded to have spent on extramural English activities shows that they spend a lot of time in 

contact with or participating in extramural English activities or 48 hours a week for the boys 

and 39 hours a week for the girls. Finally, when comparing the highest and lowest scoring 

participants from the vocabulary level tests it was clear that the highest scoring students 

estimated their language skills higher, they were more positive towards the language, wrote 

longer texts with more diverse vocabulary and spent twice as much time as the lowest scoring 

students in contact with extramural English activities. The next chapter will discuss the 

implications of these results in relation to previous research and the educational environment.  
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Vocabulary Knowledge of Students in 10th grade Iceland 

The purpose of the present study was to examine the receptive and productive vocabulary 

size of students in 10
th

 grade in Iceland and compare their vocabulary success to other factors 

such as their self-perception of skills, attitude towards the language and the amount of time 

they are engaged in extramural English. Examining students’ vocabulary knowledge at the 

end of compulsory education is important to make educators aware of what level of 

vocabulary needs more focus. Students in Iceland need to acquire a high level of English 

proficiency to pursue studies at tertiary level due to the large number of English textbooks 

used at Icelandic universities (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015). Nevertheless, studies have 

shown that many university students are experiencing problems as they are not prepared for 

the level of English they are expected to use (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015). Studies which 

have examined the amount of vocabulary needed to deal with various English materials have 

demonstrated that learners need to reach 95% coverage for sufficient understanding of written 

and spoken material (Nation, 2006; Hu and Nation, 2000; Van Zeeland and Schmitt, 2012). 

For students to reach this level of competence at university level they need to have acquired a 

certain amount of receptive and productive high- and mid- frequency vocabulary, or 3000 -

4000 word families. Aforementioned amount of word families gives students suitable 

coverage of various authentic materials such as novels, newspapers and spoken language. 

This is further supported by Schmitt and Schmitt (2012) who claim that if students have 

acquired the receptive knowledge of the first 3000 word families with the addition of proper 

nouns, marginal terms and transparent compounds they have reached 95% coverage for a 

large variety of texts.  However, for satisfactory comprehension of the same materials 

students will need 98% coverage, or 6000 -9000 word families (Nation, 2013; Hu and Nation, 

2000; Van Zeeland and Schmitt, 2012). Examining learners’ vocabulary knowledge also 

informs teachers if there is a large gap between students’ receptive and productive language 

knowledge. 

The previously mentioned studies supported the present studies research. The testing 

of students’ vocabulary knowledge for the study was highly successful as participants’ were 

clearly motivated to do their best. This was evident as most of the participants took a 

reasonable amount of time solving the two tests as well as showing general interest in 

receiving their individual scores. Furthermore, the effect of cheating was minimized by 
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having students sit separately in addition to leaving their cell phones in a basket by the 

teacher’s desk while completing the tests. All of the above supports the reliability of 

participants’ results from the vocabulary level tests.  

According to the mean results of the Vocabulary Level Test (Appendix A), 

participants have acquired the recommended amount of 830 word families or more of high 

frequency receptive vocabulary as proposed by Nation (Nation, 2013). The findings show 

that 94% of the students have reached the proficiency level of knowing 830 word families or 

more at level 2000 and 77% have reached the same goal at level 3000. Furthermore, many 

participants have also acquired sufficient vocabulary knowledge at level 5000 or 45% with 

the average amount of 724 word families. This indicates that many participants have obtained 

a considerable amount of mid frequency vocabulary also. These findings show that most of 

the participants have reached the receptive vocabulary level needed to have 95% coverage or 

more of authentic English materials (Nation, 2013). Furthermore, this is the amount of 

receptive vocabulary suitable for L2 learners initiating secondary education making the level 

of vocabulary they will encounter there manageable as well as giving room for vocabulary 

growth (Nation, 2013; Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018b).  

Moreover, 39% of the participants have also reached the desired receptive amount of 

word families for the AWL with the average of 655 word families and two participants have 

reached the same for level 10,000, or 866 and 900 word families. This means that some 

students’ receptive vocabulary knowledge by the end of compulsory English education has 

reached the receptive vocabulary requirements suitable for tertiary level. However as prior 

research has revealed there is a considerable gap between participants’ receptive and 

productive vocabulary knowledge (Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018; 

Guðmundur Edgarsson, 2018; Waring, 1997; Fleckenstein, 2016).  

 It is clear that participants’ receptive knowledge surpassed their productive 

knowledge. Less than half of the participants, or 39%, have acquired the productive 

vocabulary knowledge of 830 word families or more from level 2000 with the average of 729 

word families. Moreover, only 11% of the test group has reached the same goal for level 

3000 with the average of 520 word families. Other tested levels were well beneath 

participants’ productive vocabulary knowledge. According to this, participants’ limited 

productive knowledge of the tested levels will restrict them from writing texts adequately in 

other domains than graded reading programs (Nation, 2001). These results clearly support 

previous research in the field. Studies (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2018; Lefever, 2009) have 
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shown that English instructions in Icelandic schools focus mainly on students’ receptive 

language skills, which may explain why various Icelandic studies have found that students’ 

receptive vocabulary knowledge exceeds their productive vocabulary knowledge 

(Guðmundur Edgarsson, 2018; Fleckenstein, 2016).  

Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that some of the participants’ productive 

vocabulary knowledge might be underestimated. As previously discussed in Chapter 2.1.4, 

completely knowing a word requires spelling and inflecting it correctly (Nation, 2013). This 

was taken into consideration in the present study when participants’ productive knowledge 

was calculated, as half a point was subtracted when students used the wrong grammatical 

form of the target word or spelled it incorrectly. If spelling and grammar mistakes had been 

ignored students’ productive vocabulary knowledge would be slightly higher  

In addition, when comparing the relationship between participants’ receptive and 

productive knowledge the results revealed a strong relationship between the two at every 

tested level. It is therefore clear that a student’s receptive vocabulary knowledge can predict 

his or her productive vocabulary knowledge.  

 Furthermore, when estimating the difference between the receptive and productive 

vocabulary knowledge of the male participants versus female participants the results were not 

significantly relevant. However, the boys’ receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge 

score on average was a bit higher at almost every level except one, the productive version of 

level 5000 (Table 8 and 9). A previous study by the author revealed similar results, where the 

boys had slightly more receptive vocabulary than the girls when levels 1000-14,000 were 

tested (Fleckenstein, 2016). This does indicate that even though the gender difference was not 

much, the boys do seem to have some advantage over the girls.   

5.2 Level of Vocabulary Students Use in Written Production 

As the productive Vocabulary Test (Appendix B) is based on participants’ controlled 

productive ability and does not show what kind of vocabulary participants might use on their 

own device students were asked to produce a written text (Laufer and Nation, 1999). As with 

previous tests students were motivated to do their best by making the task meaningful for 

students. They were asked to write a short story for a writing competition in addition to 

receiving a grade for their writing ability. Most of the students took this assignment seriously, 

thus increasing the likelihood that they produced a text that fairly exemplified their writing 

proficiency. However, as learners completed the task at home, it is impossible to know if they 
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received excessive outside help while writing their short story. However, it should be noted 

that students’ grades for their written production were similar to grades they had received for 

other written productions prior to the study.  

Participants mostly used high frequency vocabulary in their written texts, specifically 

from the first 1000 frequency level (see Table 11). When examining the amount of tokens 

used by participants in their written samples there was generally no relationship found 

between their overall vocabulary knowledge and how many tokens were in their text. 

However, there was a difference between the lengths of texts depending on gender. The short 

stories written by female participants average word count was 861 tokens while the average 

text length for their male counterparts was 537 tokens. However, the diversity of vocabulary 

in the written samples was generally little and as expected mostly depended on the length of 

the tested text. In average participants used around 253 types of words in their short stories 

and 200 word families. These results indicate that participants are only using a fraction of the 

vocabulary they know according to both versions of the vocabulary level tests. 

 Most of the vocabulary participants used while writing their short stories was from the 

first two frequency levels, K-1 and K-2. This means that participants mainly use high 

frequency vocabulary when writing freely. The percentage of use from the first 1000 level, 

K-1, was 77.6% to 96,58% with the average of 88.74%. Furthermore, participants’ average 

use of the second most frequent 1000 words of English was 3.75%, ranging from 0.54% to 

9.40%. Participants’ average written production reached 95,06% coverage at level K-7. 

However, individual participants used vocabulary up to K-23. Table 21 compares 

participants’ overall coverage of high-, mid- and low- frequency words to the coverage of the 

BNC from the same levels (Nation, 2013 p. 22).  

 

Table 21 Coverage of the British National Corpus compared to participants’ written samples by high-, mid- and 
low- frequency words 

Type of Vocabulary BNC 

% coverage 

Participants’ 

written samples 

% coverage 

High- frequency (2000 word families) 86% 92.49% 

Mid- frequency (7000 word families) 9% 2.86% 

Low- frequency (tenth 1,000 word level onwards 1-2% 0.21% 

Proper nouns, exclamations etc.  3-4% 4.44% 

Total  100% 100% 
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As Table 21 reveals participants generally use very little mid frequency vocabulary when 

compared to the coverage provided by the BNC and almost no low frequency vocabulary. 

However, the BNC and participants’ off-list words have similar coverage. 

Participants use of vocabulary in their written samples clearly show that they are not 

using varied enough vocabulary productively, specifically from frequency levels 3000-9000. 

This indicates that students do not have the vocabulary skills to produce formal spoken or 

written texts as they mostly use colloquial English. The reason for this may be due to the way 

English is taught. Research (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2018; Lefever, 2009) has shown that there 

is not enough emphasis on productive language in Icelandic schools at all levels. If students 

are to become more capable of using English productively then there needs to be a change in 

the education system, shifting the focus from receptive language skills to productive language 

skills (Hafdís Ingvarsdótir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018; Fleckenstein, 2016).   

5.3 Extramural English  

Participants registered how much time they spent on predetermined extramural English 

activities in a language diary (Appendix D). This was the most difficult test instrument to 

motivate participants to complete, as it was not part of students’ school work. A considerable 

number of students needed extra time to fill out the diary while others were asked to estimate 

the time they spent on EE activities per week (Appendix F). The lack of motivation amongst 

participants for this task and the fact that some of the results are based on an estimation of 

time spent on EE activities possibly makes the results less reliable then the once discussed in 

the previous two sections of this chapter.  

Nonetheless, the findings clearly indicate that students in 10
th

 grade in Iceland are 

exposed to a considerable amount of English every day. Likewise, similar to other Nordic 

studies (Swedish Media Council, 2015), participants reported to have access to many 

technical devices at home; smartphone (97%), iPad (64%) and computers (90%). In addition, 

participants use English predominantly when engaged with these devices as well as when 

using gaming consoles. This means that students have unlimited access to devices that allow 

them to engage in various extramural activities on a daily basis. This is evident when 

considering the mean of the time male and female participants in the current study registered 

spending on EE activities or approximately 48 hours per week for the former and around 39 

hours per week for the latter.  
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There was also a slight gender difference when examining which EE activity students 

preferred. Both genders spent the most time listening to music which is not surprising as they 

listen to music on their phones throughout the day. However, the second most popular EE 

activity amongst the boys was gaming which they spent a considerable amount of time doing 

compared to the girls, or around 10 hours per week versus 53 minutes. The third most popular 

activity amongst the boys (545 minutes per week) and the second most popular amongst the 

girls (573 minutes per week) was surfing the internet. Finally, the third highest scoring 

activity the girls registered was watching television or around 7 hours a week. The slight 

difference between the vocabulary knowledge of the male and female participants in the 

present study might be explained by their different EE activity preferences, where the most 

noticeable difference is the amount of time the boys spend playing video games. This is 

supported by Nordic studies that conclude that gaming does have a positive influence on 

language proficiency (Sylvén and Sundqvist, 2012; Jensen, 2017). Nordic studies (Olsson, 

2012; Sylvén and Sundqvist, 2012; Jensen, 2017) which have examined the influence of 

extramural English on language learners’ language proficiency have concluded that there is 

evidence that extramural English can influence vocabulary success.  

  Furthermore, the amount of English participants are exposed to per week does 

support previous studies’ views about the changing role of English in Iceland (Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2018; Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018a; Lefever, 2009). These results will be 

further discussed in connection with the differences between the highest and lowest scoring 

students.  

5.4 Differences in English use between the Highest and Lowest Scoring Participants 

The differences between the learners that have acquired a large amount of both receptive and 

productive vocabulary were compared to those that have acquired a small amount of the same 

levels of vocabulary. It is worth mentioning that the number of vocabulary the highest 

scoring and lowest scoring learners are shown to have acquired (see Table 12 and 13) are 

only based on the five tested levels. If students’ knowledge of levels 1000, 4000 and 6000-

9000 would also have been tested their results would have revealed a higher final outcome of 

both receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. It was interesting to see that there was 

no connection between when the selected group began their formal English education and 

their vocabulary knowledge. This is line with previous research done by Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 

who came to the same conclusion when studying the vocabulary proficiency of students in 4
th
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grade (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018a). In addition, as previously discussed in sections 5.1 and 

5.3, the boys seem to be have more vocabulary knowledge than the girls as the five highest 

students were all boys while the five lowest scoring students included two boys and three 

girls.  

 However, when comparing the selected groups’ self-perception of language skills to 

the same results for all participants there is a clear difference between the groups. As seen in 

Table 16 participants generally consider their English language abilities to be good as they 

rate their abilities to read (8.12), write (6.62), listen (8.68) and speak (7.92). These findings 

are similar to results from previous Icelandic studies (Jeeves, 2018; Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and 

Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018). Moreover, the highest scoring students rated their abilities above 

the overall average or reading (9.0), writing (8.4), speaking (8.6) and listening (9.0) while the 

lowest scoring students rated themselves much lower than the overall average or reading 

(5.4), writing (3.6), speaking (5.8) and listening (6.0). This shows that the participants from 

the highest and lowest scoring groups are aware of their proficiency level. All of the groups 

rated their writing skills the lowest and their listening skills the highest which indicates that 

students are less confident with using the language productively than receptively. However, 

there was one student within the lowest scoring group that clearly overestimated his language 

proficiency, as he scored his writing (8), listening (9) and speaking (9) abilities quite highly 

compared to the level of vocabulary he has acquired.  

Moreover, it is interesting that students generally rate their speaking skills highly. It is 

likely that students are only thinking about their productive use of spoken language in 

colloquial situations, as the author has often found students less confident when asked to 

speak in formal circumstances. This indicates that participants overestimate their productive 

speaking abilities as previous studies have shown (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís 

Ingvarsdóttir, 2018; Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir and Ásrún Jóhannsdóttur, 2018; Jeeves, 2012).  

 Moreover, learners’ attitude towards English is not the same amongst the highest and 

lowest scoring students. The highest scoring learners do consider learning the language for 

academic or workplace purposes more important than the lowest scoring students and 

compared to the overall results of all of the participants. This indicates that the highest 

scoring students have a more positive attitude towards the language compared to other 

participants which indicates that they are more motivated to learn the language (Dörnyei, 

1998; Dörnyei and Ryan, 2015). Furthermore, the same group of students enjoy learning the 

language considerable more than the lowest scoring students. This is not surprising as it can 
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simply mean that the lowest scoring students do not enjoy learning the language because they 

find it difficult. In addition, the overall result’s mean reveals that participants in general enjoy 

learning English slightly more than the highest scoring students. These results do support 

previous research indicating that learners’ needs are not being completely met, especially 

those of high and low proficiency learners (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2018a). 

It was not surprising that the highest scoring students’ written productions were more 

diverse than the other participants in the study as they used more tokens in their productions. 

Table 22 shows the differences between the selected groups use of high-, mid- and low- 

frequency compared to the coverage of the BNC from the same levels (Nation, 2013 p. 22).  

 

Table 22 Coverage of the British National Corpus compared to the selected group’s written samples by high-, 
mid- and low- frequency words 

Type of Vocabulary BNC 

% coverage 

Highest scoring 

participants’ 

written samples 

% coverage 

Lowest scoring 

participants’ 

written samples 

% coverage 

High- frequency (2000 word families) 86% 91.40% 94.46 

Mid- frequency (7000 word families) 9% 3.46% 2.07% 

Low- frequency (tenth 1,000 word level 

onwards 

1-2% 0.24% 0.0 

Proper nouns, exclamations etc.  3-4% 4.90% 3.47% 

Total  100% 100% 100% 

 

It was interesting to see that the frequency coverage of the highest scoring group’s written 

sample was similar to the average coverage of all participants. This means they are only using 

a fraction of the vocabulary they know receptively when writing a text. This does support 

studies that have pointed out the need for giving students more opportunities to use the 

language that they know productively (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2018; Lefever, 2009). 

However, when considering the results from the vocabulary level tests of the lowest scoring 

students it is not surprising that they mostly used non varied high frequency vocabulary as 

well as not using word families above the fourth frequency level. It is evident, that there is a 

need to increase students’ use of the vocabulary they know both receptively and in a 

controlled productive environment (the Productive Level Test) by placing more emphasis on 

giving students the opportunity to write different types of texts. 
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In general there was not an obvious relationship between the time participants spent 

on individual EE activities and their vocabulary knowledge. However, when examining the 

results of the highest and lowest scoring participants there were some clear differences. First, 

the students that had scored the highest on the vocabulary level tests spent more time, or 4536 

minutes per week, engaged in EE activities than both the mean of all participants (2612 

minutes per week) and the mean of the lowest scoring students (1847 minutes per week). 

These results are supported by other Nordic studies revealing the beneficial effect extramural 

English has on language proficiency (Olsen, 2012; Sylvén and Sundqvist, 2012; Jensen, 

2017). This might further validate the notion that the highest scoring students in addition to 

being heavily exposed to the English language are also more motivated to learn the language 

as they not only perceive the language more positively but also participate in many 

extramural activities. By doing so they most likely experience intrinsic motivation to learn 

English to better understand the EE activities they are involved in. Furthermore, as discussed 

earlier in section 2.3, the highest scoring learners are exposed to a lot of English language in 

a motivating and relaxing learning environment, which according to studies does facilitate 

language acquisition (Krashen, 1982; Dörnyei, 1998; Brown, 2007).  

  However, it is important to mention that there were students that spent more time 

engaged in individual EE activities than the highest scoring students, apart from watching 

television (see Table 20). In addition, some students who showed high levels of vocabulary 

knowledge were not in much contact with EE activities. These results indicate that spending a 

considerable amount of time engaged in EE activities can increase vocabulary knowledge but 

it is not a prerequisite. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

The study’s findings show that students in 10
th

 grade have generally reached the receptive 

vocabulary level to comprehend material provided at secondary level. Furthermore, some 

students have acquired receptive vocabulary sufficient for tertiary level. However, students’ 

productive vocabulary scored much lower and few students have reached productive skills 

above the second frequency level. These results indicate that the academic focus of students 

beginning studies at secondary level should be on increasing their productive use of mid 

frequency vocabulary as they already have acquired it receptively. The study also found that 

there is a strong relationship between students’ receptive vocabulary and their productive 

vocabulary, showing that one can predict the other.  

Moreover, students written samples revealed that there was generally little difference 

between participants’ vocabulary use. Most students mainly used high frequency vocabulary 

when writing on their own device. Clearly, there needs to be more focus on students’ 

productive use of the vocabulary they know at all levels. One way to do this is to put more 

emphasis on written production during the final years of compulsory education which guides 

students to use certain frequency levels of vocabulary, such as mid frequency and academic 

vocabulary. This can be done by teaching students to use profiling software, like 

VocabProfile, on their own device and by doing so they can evaluate their own language use 

in a text before handing it in. This can make students more aware of what kind of vocabulary 

they are using and give them the opportunity to focus on changing high frequency vocabulary 

with equivalent mid frequency vocabulary. However, it is worth mentioning that increasing 

written production at any school level does increase a teacher’s workload and many teachers 

are less confident when it comes to designing a writing course. One way to support teachers 

is by providing them with workbooks designed for Icelandic students that gradually teach 

formal writing at different levels through various exercises.  

The study also found that Icelandic students spend a large amount of time engaged in 

extramural English on a daily basis or around 43 hours per week. Furthermore, the 

comparison of the highest and lowest scoring students revealed that the highest scoring 

students are more positive towards the language and spend much more time in contact and 

engaged in extramural English activities than other participants, or around 75 hours per week. 

Additionally, the lowest scoring students spent considerable less time during the tested week 

involved in extramural English activities, or around 30 hours per week. This indicates that 
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extramural English is beneficial for language learning, however, it does not seem to enforce 

formal use of the language. Nonetheless, since extramural English can benefit language 

acquisition, English teachers should utilize its positive influence by encouraging and guiding 

students to use extramural English resources that support academic studies and formal use of 

the language. In addition, the amount of time students are in contact with extramural English 

does show that English in Iceland has become more like a second language learning situation 

than a foreign language.   

However, the study did have limitations that need to be noted. The selected test group 

of highest and lowest scoring students was small. In addition, other factors that might explain 

the differences between learners’ vocabulary knowledge were not examined such as if 

participants have learning disabilities or if their learning aptitude is generally high. If this 

would have been examined it might have revealed that the highest scoring students are simply 

more proficient learners and that the five lowest scoring students have disabilities that 

interfered with their reading and/or spelling when they were tested. Furthermore, the study 

only examined extramural English activities students were involved in during one week, it 

does not show students previous use of the language outside of the classroom. A longitudinal 

study would have been more decisive, comparing students’ vocabulary growth to their 

English habits from the onset of formal English education to their final year in 10
th

 grade. 

Such a study would further clarify which EE activities are the most beneficial for vocabulary 

success. 

 Preparing students for the future needs of academia and the workplace should be 

highly prioritized at both primary and secondary level. Icelandic studies have shown the 

importance of being able to use English competently at all school levels and at many 

workplaces (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2015; Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2007; Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir 

and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2007; Jeeves, 2009). However, even though Icelandic students are 

heavily exposed to the English language it is not enough to prepare them for following 

academic studies. It is clear, that students have acquired a considerable amount of receptive 

vocabulary but the same cannot be said for their productive vocabulary. The present study’s 

results show that students have acquired high frequency vocabulary receptively and many 

students have reached the same level of competence for mid frequency vocabulary. However, 

students’ productive abilities are lacking showing that they mostly use colloquial language 

productively. This indicates that students need more opportunities to use the language they 

already know receptively. It is clear that if Icelandic students are to be better prepared for 
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tertiary education and the demands of many workplaces there needs to be an awakening in 

the school system, where more focus is put on increasing formal productive use of English 

and developing teaching materials that support teachers in doing so. It is significant for future 

studies to explore why some learners are more successful language learners than others and if 

there are other variables outside of the classroom that can be beneficial for language 

acquisition.  There is therefore need for more detailed longitudinal research examining high 

and low proficient English language learners in Iceland to assist teachers in finding out why 

some students seem to have difficulties with learning English as well as to discover ways that 

increase successful language acquisition.  
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Appendix A: The Vocabulary Level Test – Version 1 

 

This is a vocabulary test.   You must choose the right word to go with 

each meaning.   Write the number of that word next to its meaning.   

Here is an example. 

 

l    business 

2    clock    ______ part of a house 

3    horse     ______ animal with four legs 

4    pencil   ______ something used for writing 

5    shoe 

6    wall 

 

You answer it in the following way. 
 

l     business 

2    clock   ___6__ part of a house 

3    horse   ___3__ animal with four legs 

4    pencil   ___4__ something used for writing 
5    shoe 

6    wall 

 

Some words are in the test to make it more difficult.   You do not have to 

find a meaning for these words.   In the example above, these words are 

business, clock, and shoe. 

 

If you have no idea about the meaning of a word, do not guess.  But if 

you think you might know the meaning, then you should try to find the 

answer.   
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    Version 1    The 2,000 word level    

 

 

 

 

 

1 birth 

2 dust  _____ game 

3 operation _____ winning 

4 row  _____ being born 

5 sport 

6 victory 

 

 

1 choice 

2 crop  _____ heat 

3 flesh  _____ meat 

4 salary  _____ money paid regularly for 

5 secret                      doing a job 

6 temperature 

 

 

1 cap 

2 education _____ teaching and learning 

3 journey  _____ numbers to measure with 

4 parent  _____ going to a far place 

5 scale 

6 trick 

 

 

1 attack 

2 charm  _____ gold and silver 

3 lack  _____ pleasing quality 

4 pen  _____ not having something 

5 shadow 

6 treasure 

 

 

1 cream 

2 factory  _____ part of milk 

3 nail  _____ a lot of money 

4 pupil  _____ person who is studying 

5 sacrifice 

6 wealth 

 

 

 

 

 

1 adopt 

2 climb  _____ go up 

3 examine _____ look at closely 

4 pour  _____ be on every side 

5 satisfy 

6 surround 

 

 

1 bake 

2 connect  _____ join together 

3 inquire  _____ walk without purpose 

4 limit  _____ keep within a certain size 

5 recognize 

6 wander 

 

 

1 burst 

2 concern _____ break open 

3 deliver _____ make better 

4 fold  _____ take something to someone 

5 improve 

6 urge 

 

 

1 original 

2 private _____ first 

3 royal  _____ not public 

4 slow  _____ all added together 

5 sorry 

6 total 

 

 

1 brave 

2 electric _____ commonly done 

3 firm  _____ wanting food 

4 hungry _____ having no fear 

5 local 

6 usual 
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Version 1    The 3,000 word level 

 
 

 

1 belt 

2 climate _____ idea 

3 executive _____ inner surface of your hand 

4 notion  _____ strip of leather worn  

5 palm    around the waist 

6 victim 

 

 

1 acid 

2 bishop  _____ cold feeling 

3 chill  _____ farm animal 

4 ox  _____ organization or framework 

5 ridge 

6 structure 

 

 

1 bench 

2 charity _____ long seat 

3 jar  _____ help to the poor 

4 mate  _____ part of a country 

5 mirror 

6 province 

 

 

1 boot 

2 device _____ army officer 

3 lieutenant _____ a kind of stone 

4 marble _____ tube through which blood  

5 phrase          flows 

6 vein 

 

 

1 apartment 

2 candle _____ a place to live 

3 draft  _____ chance of something  

4 horror              happening 

5 prospect _____ first rough form of  

6 timber            something written 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 betray 

2 dispose _____ frighten 

3 embrace _____ say publicly 

4 injure  _____ hurt seriously 

5 proclaim 

6 scare 

 

 

 

1 encounter 

2 illustrate _____ meet 

3 inspire _____ beg for help 

4 plead   _____ close completely 

5 seal 

6 shift 

 

 

1 assist 

2 bother _____ help 

3 condemn _____ cut neatly 

4 erect  _____ spin around quickly 

5 trim 

6 whirl 

 

 

1 annual 

2 concealed _____ wild 

3 definite _____ clear and certain 

4 mental ____ happening once a year 

5 previous 

6 savage 

 

 

1 dim 

2 junior  _____ strange 

3 magnificent _____ wonderful 

4 maternal _____ not clearly lit 

5 odd 

6 weary 
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Version 1    The 5,000 word level 
 

 

 

1 balloon 

2 federation _____ bucket 

3 novelty _____ unusual interesting thing 

4 pail  _____ rubber bag that is filled  

5 veteran            with air 

6 ward 

 

 

1 alcohol  

2 apron  _____ stage of development 

3 hip  _____ state of untidiness or  

4 lure             dirtiness 

5 mess  _____ cloth worn in front to 

6 phase                      protect your clothes 

 

 

1 apparatus 

2 compliment _____ expression of admiration 

3 ledge  _____ set of instruments or  

4 revenue            machinery 

5 scrap  _____ money received by the  

6 tile             Government 

 

 

1 bulb 

2 document _____ female horse 

3 legion  _____ large group of soldiers or  

4 mare            people 

5 pulse  _____ a paper that provides  

6 tub            information 

 

 

1 concrete 

2 era      _____ circular shape 

3 fiber   _____ top of a mountain           

4 loop  _____ a long period of time 

5 plank                              

6 summit  

 

 

 

 

 

1 blend 

2 devise _____ mix together 

3 hug  _____ plan or invent 

4 lease  _____ hold tightly in your arms 

5 plague 

6 reject  

 

 

1 abolish 

2 drip  _____ bring to an end by law 

3 insert  _____ guess about the future 

4 predict _____ calm or comfort someone 

5 soothe 

6 thrive 

 

 

1 bleed 

2 collapse _____ come before 

3 precede _____ fall down suddenly 

4 reject  _____ move with quick steps and  

5 skip           jumps 

6 tease 

 

 

1 casual 

2 desolate _____ sweet-smelling 

3 fragrant _____ only one of its kind 

4 radical ____ good for your health 

5 unique 

6 wholesome 

 

 

1 gloomy 

2 gross  _____ empty 

3 infinite _____ dark or sad 

4 limp  _____ without end 

5 slim 

6 vacant 
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Version 1    The 10,000 word level 
 

 

 

1 antics 

2 batch  _____ foolish behavior 

3 connoisseur _____ a group of things 

4 foreboding _____ person with a good  

5 haunch            knowledge of art or music 

6 scaffold 

 

 

1 auspices 

2 dregs  _____ confused mixture 

3 hostage _____ natural liquid present in the 

4 jumble            mouth  

5 saliva  _____ worst and most useless  

6 truce                              parts of anything 

 

 

1 casualty 

2 flurry  _____ someone killed or injured 

3 froth  _____ being away from other 

4 revelry            people  

5 rut  _____ noisy and happy 

6 seclusion            celebration 

 

 

1 apparition 

2 botany _____ ghost 

3 expulsion _____ study of plants 

4 insolence  _____ small pool of water 

5 leash 

6 puddle 

 

 

1 arsenal 

2 barracks _____ happiness 

3 deacon _____ difficult situation 

4 felicity _____ minister in a church 

5 predicament 

6 spore 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 acquiesce 

2 bask  _____ to accept without protest 

3 crease _____ sit or lie enjoying warmth  

4 demolish _____ make a fold on cloth or        

5 overhaul            paper  

6 rape          

 

 

1 blaspheme 

2 endorse _____ slip or slide 

3 nurture _____ give care and food to 

4 skid  _____ speak badly about God 

5 squint 

6 straggle 

 

 

1 clinch 

2 jot  _____ move very fast 

3 mutilate _____ injure or damage 

4 smolder _____ burn slowly without flame 

5 topple 

6 whiz 

 

 

1 auxiliary 

2 candid _____ bad-tempered 

3 luscious _____ full of self-importance 

4 morose  _____ helping, adding support 

5 pallid 

6 pompous 

 

 

1 dubious 

2 impudent _____ rude 

3 languid _____ very ancient 

4 motley _____ of many different kinds 

5 opaque 

6 primeval 
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Version 1    Academic Vocabulary 

 

 

 

1 benefit  

2 labor  _____ work 

3 percent _____ part of 100 

4 principle _____ general idea used to  

5 source            guide one's actions 

6 survey 

 

 

1 element _____ money for a special 

2 fund             purpose 

3 layer  _____ skilled way of doing 

4 philosophy            something 

5 proportion _____ study of the meaning  

6 technique            of life 

 

 

1 consent 

2 enforcement _____ total 

3 investigation _____ agreement or permission 

4 parameter _____ trying to find information  

5 sum             about something 

6 trend          

 

 

1 decade 

2 fee  _____ 10 years 

3 file  _____ subject of a discussion 

4 incidence _____ money paid for services 

5 perspective           

6 topic 

 

 

1 colleague 

2 erosion _____ action against the law 

3 format _____ wearing away gradually 

4 inclination _____ shape or size of something 

5 panel           

6 violation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 achieve   

2 conceive _____ change                    

3 grant   _____ connect together         

4 link      _____ finish successfully 

5 modify        

6 offset        

 

 

1 convert 

2 design _____ keep out 

3 exclude _____ stay alive 

4 facilitate _____ change from one thing 

5 indicate            into another 

6 survive 

 

 

1 anticipate 

2 compile _____ control something skillfully 

3 convince _____ expect something will        

4 denote             happen 

5 manipulate _____ produce books and            

6 publish            newspapers 

 

 

1 equivalent 

2 financial _____ most important 

3 forthcoming _____ concerning sight 

4 primary    _____ concerning money        

5 random 

6 visual   

 

 

1 alternative 

2 ambiguous _____ last or most important 

3 empirical   _____ something different that 

4 ethnic                              can be chosen 

5 mutual _____ concerning people from 

6 ultimate            a certain nation 
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Appendix B: The Productive Level Test – Version A 

 

Productive Vocabulary Levels Test Version A 

 

Complete the underlined words as in the following example. He was riding a bi          .  

  

He was riding a bicycle. 

  

THE 2,000 WORD LEVEL 

  

1 They will restore the house to its orig         state. 

  

2 My favourite spo         is football. 

  

3  Each room has its own priv        bath and WC. 

  

4  The tot         number of students at the university is 12,347. 

  

5  They met to ele         a president. 

  

6  Many companies were manufac         computers. 

  

7 In AD 636 an Arab army won a famous vict       over another army. 

  

8  The lakes become ice-free and the snow mel          . 

  

9  They managed to steal and hi       some knives. 

  

10  I asked the group to inv          her to the party. 

  

11  She shouted at him for spoi       her lovely evening. 

  

12  You must spend less until your deb       are paid. 

  

13  His mother looked at him with love and pri          . 

  

14  The wind roa        through the forest. 

  

15  There was fle        and blood everywhere. 

  

16  She earns a high sal          as a lawyer. 

  

17  The sick child had a very high tempe           . 

  

18  The bir           of her first child was a difficult time for her. 
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THE 3,000 WORD LEVEL 

  

1  They need to spend less on adminis       and more on production. 

  

2  He saw an ang         from Heaven. 

  

3  The entire he            of goats was killed. 

  

4  Two old men were sitting on a park ben          and talking. 

  

5  She always showed char         towards those who needed help. 

  

6  He had a big house in the Cape Prov        . 

  

7  Oh Harold darl      , I am sorry. I did not mean to upset you. 

  

8  Judy found herself listening to the last ec       of her shoes on the hard floor. 

  

9  He cut three large sli         of bread. 

  

10  He sat in the shade beneath the pa       trees. 

  

11  He had a crazy sch         for perfecting the world. 

  

12  They get a big thr          out of car-racing. 

  

13  At the beginning of their journey they encoun         an English couple. 

  

14  Nothing illus         his selfishness more clearly than his behaviour to his wife. 

  

15  He took the bag and tos      it into the bushes. 

  

16  Every year she looked forward to her ann           holiday. 

  

17  There is a defi         date for the wedding. 

  

18  His voice was loud and sav      , and shocked them all to silence. 
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THE 5000-WORD LEVEL 

  

1  Some people find it difficult to become independent. Instead they prefer to be tied to their 

mother's ap       strings. 

  

2  After finishing his degree, he entered upon a new ph      in his career. 

  

3  The workmen cleaned up the me     before they left. 

  

4  On Sunday, in his last se      in Church, the priest spoke against child abuse. 

  

5  I saw them sitting on st      at the bar drinking beer. 

  

6  Her favorite musical instrument was a tru     . 

  

7  The building is heated by a modern heating appa     . 

  

8  He received many com       on his dancing skill. 

  

9 The government raised extra rev               through tax.. 

  

10  At the bottom of a blackboard there is a le       for chalk. 

  

11  After falling off his bicycle, the boy was covered with bru       . 

  

12  The child was holding a doll in her arms and hu        it. 

  

13   We'll have to be inventive and de       a scheme for earning more money. 

  

14  The picture looks nice; the colours bl       really well. 

  

15  Nuts and vegetables are considered who       food. 

  

16  The garden was full of fra        flowers. 

  

17  Many people feel depressed and gl       about the future of the mankind. 

  

18 She ski                happily down the path. 
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THE UNIVERSITY WORD LIST LEVEL 

 

1  The afflu        of the western world contrasts with the poverty in other parts. 

2  The book covers a series of isolated epis        from history. 

3  Farmers are introducing innova          that increase the productivity per worker. 

4  They are suffering from a vitamin defic       . 

5 There is a short term oscill       of the share index. 

6  They had other means of acquiring wealth, pres         , and power. 

7  The parts were arranged in an arrow-head configu        . 

8  The learners were studying a long piece of written disco       . 

9  People have proposed all kinds of hypot           about what these things are. 

10  The giver prefers to remain anony         . 

11  The elephant is indig          to India. 

12  You'll need a mini          deposit of $20,000. 

13  Most towns have taken some eleme       civil defence precautions. 

14  The presentation was a series of sta          images. 

15  This action was necessary for the uli        success of the revolution. 

16 He had been expe         from school for stealing. 

17  The lack of money depressed and frust         him. 

18  The money from fruit-picking was a suppl         to their regular income. 
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THE 10000-WORD LEVEL 

 

1  He wasn't serious about art. He just da      in it. 

2  Her parents will never acq        to such an unsuitable marriage. 

3  Pack the dresses so that they won't cre     . 

4  Traditionally, men were expected to nu       women and children. 

5  Religious people would never bl       against God. 

6  The car sk         on the wet road. 

7  The politician delivered an arrogant and  pom       speech. 

8  The Romans used to hire au        troops to help them in their battles. 

9  At the funeral, the family felt depressed and mo      . 

10  His pu      little arms and legs looked pathetic. 

11 A vol       person will change moods easily. 

12  The debate was so long and tedious that it seemed int       . 

13  Drink it all and leave only the dre    . 

14  A hungry dog will sa        at the smell of food. 

15  The girl's clothes and shoes were piled up in a ju       on the floor. 

16  Some monks live apart from society in total sec        . 

17  The enemy suffered heavy cas        in the battle. 

18  When the Xmas celebrations and rev       ended, there were plenty of drunk people 

everywhere.
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Appendix C: Background Questionnaire 

Svarið eftir bestu getu 

 

1. Strákur (  )  Stelpa  (   )    

 

2. Fæðingarland _________________________ 

 

3. Í hvaða bekk byrjaðir þú að læra ensku í skóla?  

Bekkur _____________ 

 

4. Hefur þú búið í enskumælandi landi (Bandaríkin, S-Afríka, Ástralía 

o.s.frv.?) Já ( ) Nei ( )   

Ef já, hversu lengi ________________ 

Ef já, hversu gamall/gömul varstu? _______________ 

 

5. Hvernig metur þú enskufærni þína á skalanum 1-10, þar sem 1 

samsvarar mjög slakri færni og 10 framúrskarandi færni. 

Lestur 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Ritun 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Talmál 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Hlustun 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

https://www.google.is/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJ7_5szasMgCFcsIGgodFW0Crg&url=https://uni.hi.is/jbg14/um-%C3%BEennan-vef/&psig=AFQjCNG97TlwvHeEkSxvnmJfg5t-Jy6QPQ&ust=1444319239679032
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6. Hefur þú aðgang að snjalltækjum heima? Hakaðu við þau tæki sem 

þú hefur aðgang að. 

Snjallsími___ I-pad ____Tölva ___ Leikjatölva (t.d. playstation) _____ 

 

7. Hversu miklum tíma eyðir þú á dag í eftirfarandi tækjum (ef þú ert 

minna en 1 klukkustund veldu þá örina) ? 

 

Snjallsími   0 < 1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   klst 

I-pad  0 < 1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   klst 

Tölva  0 < 1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   klst 

Leikjatölva  0 < 1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   klst 

 

8. Hvort notar þú ensku eða íslensku meira í eftirfarandi snjalltækjum?  

Snjallsími   Enska _________     Jafnt_________   Íslenska ________ 

I-pad   Enska _________     Jafnt_________   Íslenska ________ 

Tölva  Enska _________     Jafnt_________   Íslenska ________ 

Leikjatölva Enska _________     Jafnt_________   Íslenska ________ 

 

9. Viðhorf þitt til ensku. Merktu við á skalanum 1-10 hversu sammála 

eða ósammála þú ert eftirfarandi fullyrðingum ( 1= mjög ósammála, 

10= mjög sammála) 

Það er mikilvægt fyrir íslenska nemendur að vera góðir í ensku  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Það að vera góður í ensku eykur atvinnumöguleika mína 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Mér finnst gaman að læra ensku 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
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Appendix D: Language Diary 

 

Language diary – English outside of the classroom 

 

Name: _____________________________________________________ 

Class:______________ 

 

For the following week you shall write down how much time you spend 

reading, writing, listening or speaking English during your spare time. Write 

hours and minutes (40 minutes = 0 hours 40 minutes, 90 minutes = 1 hour 

30 minutes). 
 

Example:  

Date: Monday 6/11 

Reading books Harry Potter and the 

Cursed Child 

0 hours 30 minutes 

Listening to music Write type of music 

(pop, rap, jazz) or 

artists (Justin Bieber 

etc) 

Where you listen to it: 

phone, youtube, radio 

2 hours 15 minutes 

Surfing the internet Write examples of 

webpages you visit: 

Youtube, gurl.com etc.  

 

3 hours 45 minutes 
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Date: ________________________________________ 

Activity Title, name, type, sites Total time 

Listening to music 

(Where, type) 

 

 

 

Watching films 

(name of films)  

 

 

 

Watching TV 

(name of shows etc.) 

 

 

 

Surfing the internet 

(webpages visited) 

 

 

 

Playing computer 

games (which games) 

  

Reading books 

(titles) 

 

 

 

Reading 

newspapers/magazines 

 

 

 

Speaking English  

(situation: speaking to a 

friend or chatting online 

etc.) 
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Appendix E: Parents’ Permission Slip 

 

   

 

Reykjavík, Október 2017 

 

 

Kæra foreldri/forráðamaður 

 

Ég undirrituð er enskukennari á unglingastigi og MA nemi við Háskóla Íslands. Ég er að vinna 

að lokaverkefni við enskudeild Háskólans sem skoðar umfang orðaforða nemanda í 10.bekk í 

ensku og verður orðaforði sem nemendur þekkja borin saman við þann orðaforða sem þeir nota 

í skriflegu máli. Jafnframt verður kannað hvort að ákveðnir utanaðkomandi þættir hafi áhrif á 

stærð orðaforða nemenda.  

 

Markmið verkefnisins er að kanna hversu mikinn orðaforða nemendur í 10.bekk þekkja 

samanborið við þann sem þeir nota í ensku og til að gera nemendur meðvitaða um eigin 

þekkingu. Gagna verður aflað með tveimur stöðluðum, alþjóðlegum orðaforðakönnunum, 

ritsýnum og tungumáladagbók. Jafnframt verður tungumálabakgrunnur nemenda kannaður. Allir 

nemendur í 10.bekk xxxxxxx munu taka þátt í rannsókninni.  Gögnin verða lögð fyrir í október og 

nóvember. Kannanirnar skoða orðaskilning nemenda á mismunandi þyngdarstigum og svo er 

heildarorðaforði áætlaður út frá niðurstöðum.  Niðurstöður rannsóknar verða nýttar í kennslu til 

þess að upplýsa nemendur um eigin námsstöðu og mikilvægi þess að auka orðaforða sinn í 

ensku. Nöfn þátttakenda og aðrar persónupplýsingar koma þó hvergi fram við úrvinnslu gagna 

né framsetningu niðurstaðna í ritgerð.  

 

Ég óska eftir samþykki þínu til þess að nýta niðurstöður barns þíns í rannsókninni. Ef ekkert 

svar berst lít ég svo á að þú sért samþykk/ur þátttöku. 

Ef þú vilt ekki að þitt barn taki þátt, vinsamlegast ritaðu þá nafn þitt á bakhlið síðunnar og 

skilaðu bréfinu til kennara eða á skrifstofu skólans. 

 

 

 

 

Nánari upplýsingar um verkefnið er veitir undirrituð  

 

Með kveðju  

Lára Marta Fleckenstein 

 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

https://www.google.is/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJ7_5szasMgCFcsIGgodFW0Crg&url=https://uni.hi.is/jbg14/um-%C3%BEennan-vef/&psig=AFQjCNG97TlwvHeEkSxvnmJfg5t-Jy6QPQ&ust=1444319239679032
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Ég vil ekki að niðurstöður barns míns verði nýttar í rannsókninni. 

 

Skóli: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Nafn barns: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Undirskrift foreldris/forráðamanns: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix F: Language Diary Estimate 

 

Name:  ____________________________________ Class: _________Date:_______ 

Estimate how much time you spend reading, listening, writing and/or speaking English during 

your spare time every week.  Write hours and minutes ex. 3 hrs and 30 minutes. 

 

Activity Title, name, type, sites Total time 

Listening music 

(Where, type) 

 

 

 

Watching films 

(name of films)  

 

 

 

Watching TV 

(name of shows etc.) 

 

 

 

Surfing the internet 

(webpages visited) 

 

 

 

Reading books 

(titles) 

 

 

 

Reading 

newspapers/magazines 

(Titles) 

 

 

 

Speaking English  

(situation: speaking to a 

friend or chatting online 

etc.) 

 

 

 

Playing video games 

(what games 

  

 

 

 
 

 


